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Alum Advises Howto Beat the Business World
by Micaela Cameron '13
News Staff

Campus News
Dal LaMagna, founder of Tweezerman
and graduate of Providence College's class
of '68, spoke about his business ventures
and new memoir, Raising Eyebrows: A Failed
Entrepreneur Finally Gets it Right.
LaMagna was introduced as not
only a graduate of the College, but also
as a Harvard Business School graduate
who earned life experience in many
failed ventures.
LaMagna also dabbled in politics,
running for president in 2008
with his platform to end the Iraqi
War. In addition, he has produced
documentaries, blogs for the Huffington
Post, and has been featured on the
Dylan Ratigan Show and The American
Morning News.
LaMagna reflected on how he came
to be an entrepreneur, a journey which
started when he was a sophomore at
the College in 1965.
LaMagna read that Voltaire had
taken a few years off and decided
that he would become a millionaire
as quickly as possible in order to
focus on his true interest in becoming
a physicist.
LaMagna discussed his early
business ventures, including Cupid
Computer Company, a dating service
which he started with his friend from
the College, Peter. Students would
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Dal LaMagna '68, who was at one time subject to much disciplinary action at PC, spoke to students about his journey in entrepreneurship.

Pi Sigma Alpha Kickoff
by Christine Rousselle'13
News Staff

Campus News

BILLY NAWROCKI ’n/THE COWL

On Wednesday, March 2, Pi Sigma Alpha and the Public Administration Program sponsored the
first annual Kick Off Your Political Science Career panel of recent PC alum.

Every student at Providence College
wonders about what they are going to
do with their lives after graduation. On
March 2, the Department of Political
Science, Pi Sigma Alpha and the Public
Administration Program co-sponsored
an event titled "Kickoff Your Political
Career" that featured both faculty and
alumni who have succeeded in careers
in politics, and reassured political
science students that jobs are definitely
available in a variety of disciplines.
The first person to speak was Patti
Goff, the Internship Coordinator in
the Office of Career Services. She
outlined the various options available
to students who would like to get
internships or would simply like to
narrow down what they would like to
do for a career. Goff emphasized that,
the Federal Government is hiring and

that they are "looking for young blood"
to replace the baby-boomers who
are, now, retiring. She also suggested
"resume boosters" students could
pursue, like community service or
volunteering for political campaigns.
Goff stressed how competitive the
job market is, and how students need
to make themselves stand out from
the crowd of applicants. She also told
students about Friarlink, an alumni
database of over 900 alumni who
have said that they will talk to current
students about their career path.
There are plenty of opportunities
for students to have internships and
gain valuable career experience while
as an undergrad.
Professor
Patricia
McLaughlin
from the Deparmtne of Law spoke
after Goff, and she stressed the need
for students to have flexibility in their
future careers.
According to McLaughlin, the
average baby-boomer has experienced
11 different careers in their life.
She said that a legal degree gives
Pi / Page 7
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ATM for Lower Campus, Anscombe Society Approved
by Jordan Frias 'll
Asst. News Editor

Student Congress
An ATM and the Anscombe Society
were top priorities for Student Congress
these past two weeks. On Tuesday,
Feb. 15, Congress approved legislation
on allotting clubs and organizations
money for the PC Prints system by 34
votes to one. Clubs and Orgs Chair Jen
Bencivenga '11 said that she has been

Congress President Liane Nadeau
'11 showed her support for this piece of
legislation by announcing that legislation
similar to this one was recommended by
past classes as well.
A few years back, class president
Jamie Scambio TO ran into issues when
trying to get a second Sovereign ATM
at Providence College. According to
Congress, Sovereign Bank does not
allow two of their ATMs to be within a
two mile radius of one another.
Sovereign also requires that a security
guard or bank teller monitor their ATMs
throughout the day.

WE WANT TO PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR THOSE WHO
ARE LIVING A LIFE THAT THEY CHOSE TO LIVE.
talking to Gene Robbins, manager of
Campus Card Systems, and Jim Rizzo,
Help Desk manager, to see if it would
be possible to give clubs and orgs their
allotments on a card similar to guest
passes that SCE students currently use.
Discussion on whether or not the
allotment would be taken out of the
student activity fee or will be managed
by a point system is still up in the air.
Shortly after legislation was passed,
Danielle Ladd '12 along with members
of the junior class introduced their
proposal for an additional ATM on lower
campus through a PowerPoint slide that
they prepared earlier.
According to their presentation, 89
percent of the 139 juniors who took
the survey agreed that they would use
an ATM more often if there was one
at a more convenient location outside
of the Slavin Center. Although 76
percent of these juniors have an account
with Sovereign Bank, the junior class
representatives announced that an
additional ATM would be provided by
Dexter Bank if legislation is approved.

Jasiel Correia '13 and other Congress
members felt that an ATM not provided
by Sovereign Bank would not be of
convenience for most students, since
a $2 fee would be attached to every
transaction made.
Justin Smith '12 defended the
proposal by saying that students would
rather pay the $2 than walk to another
ATM anyways. Maggie Cadigan '11 also
supported this legislation piece, calling it
a "better-than-nothing type of option."
The next piece of legislation presented
was on the recognition of the Anscombe
Society as an official proposed club
on campus. Svetlana Goreteya '11 and
Tommy Cheely '11 explained how
they have been active for the past year,
but have recently decided to request
recognition by Student Congress rather
than Campus Ministry.
Both Goreteya and Cheely feel that
their club should be open to everyone
on campus regardless of religious
background, and expressed concerns
that being associated with Campus
Ministry would classify them as a

Catholic organization rather than a
secular one. The Anscombe Society's
mission statement reads that the purpose
of their club is to "cultivate sexual
integrity and chastity within romantic
relationships and pursue courtships as a
means of marriage and family."
If recognized as an official group on
campus, they plan to host educational
discussions, social events, and distribute

disagreed with the club's values and
believed that it provided an opposition
to Gay marriage.
"I believe their affiliation [with The
Love and Fidelity Network] could be
detrimental in the long run and could
hurt the campus," Woodland said.
Woodland believes that the club
could be seen as one that "preaches the
oppression of others" by "dictating [to

...THE CLUB COULD BE SEEN AS ONE THAT
‘PREACHES TO THE OPPRESSION OF OTHERS...’
literature on living a chaste lifestyle until
marriage. Goreteya believes that they
could "foster dialogue" on campus about
the issues associated with casual sex. She
also expressed how uncomfortable it
might be for those students who oppose
being sexually active before marriage on
a campus where "hooking up" happens
every weekend.
"We want to provide support for
those who are living a life that they chose
to live," Cheely said.
The group is currently affiliated with
The Love and Fidelity Network, a group
based out of Princeton. According to
Goreteya, The Love and Fidelity Network
currently funds activities put on by the
Anscombe Society, but is not enough to
satisfy the needs of the club. She hopes
that approval under Student Congress
will provide more resources to her
members and organization as a whole.
On Tuesday's meeting, Congress
unanimously passed legislation on the
approval of an ATM on lower campus
with 39 votes to zero.
Before voting took place on the
Ascombe Society's status as a club,
Kenneth Woodland '11 read a statement
that he prepared which was in favor of
the legislation presented.
Woodland stated how he strongly

others] how to live their social lives."
Despite
his
personal
beliefs,
Woodland decided to vote in support
of the club. He was joined by35 other
Congress members who also approved
the piece of legislation. 1 person voted
against it and two others abstained from
voting entirely.

This Week In Congress
Legislation Passed
-Legislation for an ATM on lower
campus was passed unanimously.
-Legislation passed allotting clubs
and organizations money for PC
Printing

-The Anscombe Society was also
recognized as an official group.

Five Seniors Grasp Winning Title in Battle of the Brains
by Ryan Post '14
News Staff

Election News
What is the fiercest battle that is
fought annually on the Providence
College campus? It's the Battle of the
Brains, which occurred Saturday, Feb.
26. The 12th annual Battle of the Brains
included 18 teams of four students
each competing in a round-robin style

the national tournament each year.
Incantalupo said that Providence teams
in the past have been very successful,
even beating some Ivy schools.
"We've been to the biggest national
tournament three times, and were
runners-up twice, beating Ivy schools
like Dartmouth and Yale."
Due to the current financial climate,
College Bowl has since dissolved, and
the event's name has been changed to
"Battle of the Brains." The College now
participates in the regional tournament

WE’VE BEEN TO THE BIGGEST NATIONAL TOURNAMENT
THREE TIMES, AND WERE RUNNERS-UP TWICE.
tournament and answering trivia
questions from an extensive range of
subjects.
Nearly the entirety of Slavin was
commandeered Saturday to host the
event, which included several rooms
in which two competing teams would
attempt to answer questions in a
Jeopardy style format. Points earned
in the various preliminary round
games were accumulated throughout
the day.
The four highest scoring
teams were allowed to continue in the
so called "Final Four," a simple bracket
style playoff with the final game being
held around 5:30 p.m., over four hours
after the start of the competition.
The event was organized by Todd
Incantalupo, the associate director
of Student Activities-InvolvementLeadership (SAIL), who has been
involved with Battle of the Brains for
the majority of the 12 years that it has
been held at the College. Incantalupo
said that in the past, the event was
known as the College Bowl, a national
organization in which the College
would send its winning team to
compete against other colleges at

hosted by the Association of College
Unions International, using questions
provided by the National Academic
Quiz Tournaments.
Although the event is sponsored
by SAIL, it is at its essence a student
production, consisting of student
volunteers, hosts, and participants.
"This is my second year volunteering
for Battle of the Brains and I volunteer
because the competition is always
very exciting. It's amazing how the
competitors answer questions that I
don't even know how to pronounce,
never mind answer. It's great to be able
to cheer on friends and other fellow
students," said Emily Wheeler '11, a
major volunteer at this year's event.
This year's winning team consisted
of five seniors, Will Mastrianna '11,
Caitlin Peruccio '11, Peter Nguon
'11, Stephen Scirocco 'll, and Sean
McCarthy '11. Under the leadership of
Mastrianna, who captained this year's
victorious team, "Team Re-do," as they
called themselves, won for the second
straight year.
"Sean [McCarthy] and I had both
done quiz bowl in high school, and we

put together a team [at Providence]
sophomore year.
We came in second place that year
but came back to win last year," said
Mastrianna. The captain added that in
the past, he and his team had competed
in a regional tournament at Harvard
where they defeated teams from
Dartmouth, UConn, and Tufts. "There
was some stiff competition at times
in the tournament but in the end we
prevailed. The day itself was a really
great time with SAIL doing an awesome
job as always," said Mastrianna.
Unfortunately the five seniors
will not be able to participate in a
regional tournament, this year, as
"this year's regional tournament
took place
the
weekend
the
semester here was starting back
up, so we didn't have time to host a
tournament," said Incantalupo.

Although the event was smaller
this year than it has been in years
past, a noticeable presence from the
freshman class provided promise for
future years.
Kevin Castellano '14, a member
of a participating freshman group
from McDermott's basement said,
"It was a fun, exciting way to see
how much you know about the
world and to challenge yourself
against other people."
The Battle of the Brains has
become a tradition at the College,
said Incantalupo.
"My favorite
thing about Battle of the Brains is
seeing students from all different
social groups come together and
become involved. There are always
a lot of students that come out that
we don't normally see."

SAADIA AHMAD ’14 / THE COWL

The winners, all seniors, of the Battle of the Brains are featured above: Caitlin Peruccio, Peter
Nguon, Will Mastrianna, Sean McCarthy, and Stephen Scirocco.
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Sex, Women, and the Priesthood
by Christine Rousselle '13
News Staff

Campus News

The Roman Catholic Church has
been dogged with controversy in recent
years, and as a result, there has been
renewed debate regarding the celibacy
of priests and the ordination of women.
On Thursday, Feb. 24, Dr. Holly
Taylor Coolman and Fr. Thomas
Petri, OP, discussed with students
why celibacy and the all-male
priesthood are positive aspects of the
vocation in the lecture "Sex, Women,
and the Priesthood," sponsored by
Campus Ministry's Lectures and
Catechesis group.
Dr. Coolman spoke first on the subject
of the ordination of women as priests
in the Roman Catholic Church. She
began her piece by stating that she is a
Catholic convert from the Episcopalian
Church, and that she's "Catholic on
purpose." The Episcopalian Church
is very similar to the Catholic Church
and the Episcopalian Church allows
women to be ordained.
Dr. Coolman also said that she has
a Master's Degree in Divinity and has
taken many courses that someone
who is studying to become a preacher
would take. She has female friends in
other faiths who are ordained, yet she
does not believe that women should
be ordained as priests in the Roman
Catholic Church.
Dr. Coolman explained that the
institution of the Church is more than
just "the way we've always done it,"
and that the Church is guided by the
Holy Spirit in all that it does. She then
explained that there are two places
where the Church sees the Holy Spirit:
Dominical Institutions and clear and

articulate statements of what the
church is supposed to do. A Dominical
Institution is a foundation by Christ
himself, like the Eucharist. According
to Dr. Coolman, a "clear and articulate
statement" was made when Jesus
chose not to ordain any women as
priests, starting the tradition of an all
male priesthood.
If the Church decided today that
this was not important, then it would
change, but the church has not done
this. Dr. Coolman said it is unlikely
that the church will decide that the
2,000-year-old practice that began with
Jesus was wrong.
Even though the Church refuses to

gifts that are different from men, and
that the Church would have banned
women from studying theology if they
really did not want women around.
Dr. Coolman presented the idea that
women should not be priests, but
instead serve the church using their
own personal unique gifts.
Fr. Petri then took to the podium to
discuss the issue of celibacy and the
priesthood. He began by clarifying
the difference between celibacy and
chastity; celibacy is the permanent
refusal to get married, whereas chastity
is abstaining from sexual intercourse.
Fr. Petri acknowledged that the
Church had previously allowed priests

THERE IS A VERY STEREOTYPICAL VIEW OF HOW
THE CONVERSATION SHOULD GO...
ordain women, it does not mean that
the Church considers women to be
inferior to men. The Church merely
acknowledges that men and women
are different, and this practice does not
infer discrimination against women.
Dr. Coolman further reiterated
that gender roles in the Church are
not interchangeable; she illustrated
this with an example of a nativity
play at Christmas.
A boy would never play the role
of Mary, because Mary was a woman.
Likewise, a girl would never play the
role of Joseph, because Joseph was a
man. Priests are symbolic of Jesus, just
like communion wine is symbolic of
Jesus' blood.
Arguments
in
favor
of the
ordination of female priests include
issues regarding women's equality
in church influence. Dr. Coolman
pointed out that women are on parish
administrations, councils, and are
chancellors of dioceses. Dr. Coolman
said that women have insights and
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to be married, but that even married
priests had to abstain from sex after
they took their vows. It was not until
the Council of Trent, which developed
the seminary system, that the majority
of priests were not married.
Priests are unique individuals
because they give themselves entirely
to God. Although others do as well,
an unmarried priest has the unique
advantage over a married person by
having no immediate family.
Fr. Petri gave the example of a priest
staying with a person in the hospital.
An unmarried priest would be free to
stay with people, and have no family
obligations to deal with, unlike a
married person would. By having
no immediate family, a priest has the
opportunity to become a spiritual
father to an entire congregation.
Fr. Petri acknowledged that there
are a number of objections to priestly
celibacy; one of which is that celibacy
violates a man's freedom. To this
charge, Fr. Petri remarked "malarkey!"

and said that every man does not
have a right to become a priest. The
discernment process for becoming a
priest is very long, and priests today
fully accept celibacy.
Nobody is forcing a person to
become a priest. Another claim
that was shot down by Fr. Petri
is that celibacy is discouraging
people from becoming priests. Fr.
Petri discredited this claim because
even Protestant churches that allow
married clergy are facing shortages
of ministers.
On
the
issue
of
marriage
discouraging pedophilia, Fr. Petri said
that pedophilia is a "disease" that
exists in both married and unmarried
people, and that marriage would not
solve that problem. Fr. Petri ended
his speech by saying that celibacy
guarantees that a priest is a gift from
God, as a priest should be.
Students were generally impressed
by both of the speakers. Joseph
Graziano '14 said "both speakers
very accurately represented the topics
presented. I found many of their points
as novel presentations of arguments I
have heard countless times."
His statement was echoed by
Michael Curran '13, who said "I
thought they addressed the issues
in a very refreshing way. I think
they're two hot topics in the church
and secular society. There's a very
stereotypical view of how the
conversation should go and it was
refreshing to see a difference."
Although issues of celibacy
and women in the priesthood are
not generally debated on college
campuses, the arguments provided
by Dr. Coolman and Fr. Petri
showed that maintaining church
tradition is important for a variety
of reasons.

Students Win Airline Tickets
at Men's Basketball Game
by Jeff Delilo '14
News Staff

Campus News
Ever dreamed of going to an exotic
destination anywhere in the world for
free? Well, two lucky student season
ticket holders, Lauren Shimmel '12, an
English major, and Brendan Reichart '12,
a Finance major, recently had this dream
fulfilled. They each won a free round
trip ticket to anywhere that Southwest
Airlines flies, during halftime of the
DePaul vs. Providence Men's basketball
game, courtesy of Southwest Airlines.
Shimmel
and
Reichart
were
randomly selected from the pool of the
college's student season ticket holders.
There
are
several
similarities
between both winners. Shimmel and
Reichart are both juniors and have held
season tickets since their freshman
year. They make every effort to attend
most, if not all, of the team's games.
Not surprisingly, they both consider
themselves to be loyal Friars' basketball
fans and regard Marshon Brooks '11 as
their favorite player.
When asked where they wanted to
go with their free round trip tickets,
Shimmel said, "I definitely want to
go somewhere I've never been, like
San Francisco."
She also mentioned planning to
tour Alcatraz Island as well as touring
the city. Shimmel has never traveled
further than South Carolina.
Reichart replied, "I'm thinking
about going out to San Diego to visit
my cousins there over spring break."

No matter where they end up going,
they can thank Southwest Airlines
for making it possible. Shimmel and
Reichart definitely plan on renewing
their season tickets next year as well.
Go Friars!

BILLY NAWROCKI ’12/THECOWL

Brendan Reichart '12 was one of two students
to win a Southwest Airlines ticket at the
Friars game.
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PC Alumnus Speaks Information Panel
To Theatre Students on Eating Disorders
by Jeff Delilo '14
News Staff

Campus News
On Saturday, Feb. 26, Amanda
Davis, PC Alumnus from the class
of '98, facilitated an interactive
improvisational comedy workshop.
While at the college, she earned a
degree in Humanities. She has been
acting, writing, and performing in
Chicago professionally for the past
12 years. She is a graduate of The
Second City Conservatory and the iO
Training Center, Chicago's premier
improvisational training institute.
She has written and performed in
five venues, including Studs Terkel's Not
Working, for which she received a Jeff
Award for Best Actress in a revue. She most
recently finished a run of Second City's
Mainstage production of Spoiler Alert:
Everybody Dies. She has also performed
with Second City Las Vegas and the
Second City National Touring Company.
The event took place here on
campus from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Bowab Studio Theatre, inside the
Smith Center for the Arts. Davis started
the workshop off by remembering
the late Keith Martin to whom this
workshop was a dedicated. Martin, PC
Alum '07, was an active and involved
student while at the College, a beloved
classmate, an influential student of
the Department of theatre, Dance, and
Film, a member of Rejects on the Rise,
as well as a Resident Assistant.
He continues to be remembered and
missed by the College's community.

To start the workshop, Davis first
gave the audience her opinion of what
improvising actually is. She said it is
"an art form by itself."
She also described this ensemble
based art form as a "salad bar," meaning
that she can get anything she wants out
of it, due to its open-endedness. Davis
encouraged the audience by saying, "If
you say yes and keep an open mind,
you cannot fail at improvisational art.
Davis then got the audience out of
their seats and began to put everyone
through a series of different "exercises"
designed to open them up and become
more familiar with saying "yes" to
improvising.
These exercises included silent
improvising by using eye contact
and non-verbal noises with others.
This helped to get everyone out of
their comfort zone and really give the
students a feel for what improvising
really involves.
After these exercises, Amanda
Davis got the participants to do
some "real" improvising. Davis
would give two people at a time an
activity, such as raking leaves, and
everyone would take turns acting
out different activities and getting
feedback from Davis.
It's safe to say all of the participants
took many different skills away from
this workshop and look forward to
attending the next one. The College's
Department of Theatre, Dance, and
Film usually puts on about four or
five of these workshops every year,
so stay tuned for more information.

by Valerie Ferdon '12
News Editor

Campus News
Eating disorders have one of the
highest mortality rates of any illness —
about 10 to 20 percent. Furthermore, there
is a .5 percent prevalence nationwide, a
statistic that is much greater in the case of
both college students and athletes. These
circumstances added to the meaning and
significance of "Before and After Image,"
a discussion panel on eating disorders
sponsored by the Student Health Center
and Personal Counseling Center.
The panel provided students with
information about eating disorders from
a variety of professionals in the medical,
psychological, and nutrition fields. They
gave significant details of symptoms and
trends to audience members to look for
if they suspect that one of their friends
have a eating problem.
Suzanne Bornschein, M.D., medical
director at the Student Health Center,
spoke about how disorder eating is like
any other illness — there is a spectrum
of mild and severe circumstances.
In addition, there are different
kinds of disorder eating that involve
restricting diet as well as binging
and purging. It is not only females
who suffer from this illness. About 10
percent of those who have an eating
disorder are male. It is common in
wrestlers who have to make their
routine weight requirement.
"Just because you do not fit into a
certain criteria does not mean you do not
have an eating disorder," said Bornschein.
"You do not have to fit a category in order
to be suffering and to be hurt."

The panel went further than to
merely explain the physical symptoms
of disorder eating, many of which are
common knowledge to the general
public. They discussed how people with
anorexia nervosa are usually in denial
of the seriousness of their actions.
"They have ignored hunger long
enough that they lose all understanding
of their body," said ~
Bornschein.
"It becomes a personal competition
with
themselves,
an
obsessivecompulsive behavior."
She also pointed out that people
with eating disorders are often
motivated, driven individuals who
do well in school. They are often the
people who would never be suspected
of crying out inside.
"It is extremely hard work to do all
of these things and to live a normal
lifestyle," said Bornschein. "It takes
a lot of drive, which causes a lot of
individuals to have anxiety as well."
Michelle Smith, a dietician in
Providence, also reflected on her
experience working with people who
practice disordered eating.
"It is hard to identify individuals
suffering from bulemia because
they actually eat," said Smith. "You
can look for signs of them going to
the bathroom regularly within 30
minutes or one hour after eating.
Often they will be strict all day, and
binge at night."
Symptoms also include pushing
food around on their plate, cooking for
other people, or talking about food and
never actually consuming.
The speakers urged students to talk
to professionals at the Student Health
Center or Personal Counseling Center
if they are concerned about their own
eating habits or those of a friend.

FETE FRANCAISE, CIRCOLO

Italiano, Clube Portugues, ISO & BMSA
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Group of Student Runners Forms
Participants in Unofficial Club Prepare for Downtown Road Race, Cox Rhode Races
by Ryan Post '14
News Staff

Campus News
We've all undoubtedly walked,
driven, or taken the RIPTA through
the many streets of Providence, but
have you ever thought about running
over 13 miles through the streets you
have come to know so well? This is
exactly what at least 20 Providence
College students will be doing on
May 1, as they participate in the
fourth annual Cox Rhode Races. In
order to help students prepare for
this endeavor, Kelli O'Donohue '11
has organized an unofficial running
club at the College.
O'Donohue said the club was "an
idea I had last year" when she was the
co-chair of the Friar 5K. O'Donohue
wanted to set up a group for students at
the College to take advantage of in their
preparations for the downtown road
race. The group is centered on Wiggio,
a Web site that allows communication
among large groups via email, text
messages, and message boards.
"So far we have about 60 students
signed up on the Wiggio group, and 20
registered to race," said O'Donohue.
Two
ambitious
students
are
registered to run the full marathon,
which starts at the Dunkin Donuts
Center and goes as far south as
the Rhode Island Country Club in
Barrington; however, O'Donohue said
the running group had predominantly

signed up for the half marathon, a
course snaking principally through
Providence's Eastside.
O'Donohue describes herself as
"the facilitator, not the leader" of the
newly formed on-campus group,
whose purpose is more for students to
find running partners and gain moral
support than to be a typical collegerecognized organization.
The group has received financial
support from both Student Congress
and the Dean's Office, funding that
will be used to provide race-day

PC runners and a place to get student
support," said O'Donohue.
It is not the intent for this running
club to dissolve after the completion of
the Cox Rhode Races.
"I could see this going on in the fall
too. It's a good network for students to
take advantage of," said O'Donohue.
She hopes students will use the
Wiggio group to organize small running
groups and times among each other.
"For example, someone could post
something like 'Hey, I'm going on a
five-mile run tomorrow at 10. Meet me

PROVIDENCE RHODE RACES
MARATHON • 1/2 MARATHON • 5K
transportation to the runners, a
pasta dinner the night before, and
"PC uniforms."
O'Donohue said the purpose of the
uniforms is for students to locate each
other while running, and for student
spectators to provide moral support
from
the
sidelines.
O'Donohue
encourages students not running in the
race to head downtown for the day to
cheer on their classmates and enjoy the
event firsthand.
"We're looking to set up a tent
downtown as a meeting place for the

at the chapel if you want to come,"' said
O'Donohue, who added that she hopes
someone will take over facilitation of
the group after she graduates in May.
Running,
specifically
long
distance, has proven to be very
popular at the College. One
student who registered for the
half marathon, Sharon Longo '14,
said "running has always been a
huge part of my life. It's the best
stress reliever and antidepressant
ever. I ran my first half [marathon]
in October and there's no better

feeling in the world as you cross
that finish line, knowing what you
just accomplished."
The running group may also look into
other events that they can participate
in, and have "the full support of Steve
Sears," the Dean of Students at the
College, who O'Donohue describes
as an avid runner. The group is also
open to alumni participation; they can
organize running groups with current
students, but would need to pay for
their own uniforms.
Any
students
interested
in
joining the running group or racing
in the half marathon in May should
contact O'Donohue at kodonohu@
friars.providence.edu. Note that
although one can register as late as
race day, the cost of participating
increases significantly the longer
one waits, as mentioned on the Web
site for the races,
www.rhoderaces.com.

THE NEWS STAFF
IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS
PICK UP AN
APPLICATION IN THE
COWL OFFICE, LL05

Former Athlete Flourishes in Finance
Liu Wang, Ph.D., First Teaching Job in Investment and Management at Providence College
by Jordan Frias '11
Asst. News Editor

Feature Teacher
Studying abroad is an experience
that
many
students
wish
to
take advantage of during their
undergraduate
career.
This
is
something that Liu Wang, Ph.D.,
Professor of Finance, did throughout
her entire academic career.
Wang, who was born on the east
coast of China in the city of Jinan,

"I did learn English in China, but it
did not help me," Wang said. "For the
first semester, I couldn't understand
any thing... [most
teachers]
would
write everything down so I would
study and teach myself."
While studying in England, Wang
worked as a graduate assistant and
was asked to teach a class one day,
which she really enjoyed.
"To teach is to touch a life forever.
On Wall Street, I can make half a
million, but to me it is better to have
taught students who will make half a
million," said Wang.

I DID LEARN ENGLISH IN CHINA,
BUT IT DID NOT HELP ME.
received her academic degrees from
her home country, the U.K., and the
United States. Wang was always
interested in a career as an athlete
despite her mother's wishes for her to
excel in the arts.
Wang often studied the piano and
perfected her drawings while at home
to please her mother. On the track,
she impressed scouts who offered her
a full scholarship for her talent in the
long jump which she participated in
since the age of 12.
Her scholarship led her to Shandong
University of Finance, China, where
she participated in heptathlon events
throughout her undergraduate career.
Wang's experience with her college's
newspaper and journal led her to
become an associate editor of these
two publications.
Wang's post graduate career led her
to the University of Essex in England
where she was able to practice the little
English that she knew.

With her master's in economics,
Wang moved to the state of Virginia,
and
attended
Old
Dominion
University. After a few months in
the United States, Wang noticed
how encouraging and inspirational
teachers are in this country compared
to teachers in her home country who
are always ready to criticize students
for their mistakes.
"That is why I chose to stay here. I
wanted to encourage my students,"
she said.
Wang accepted her first teaching job
at Providence College and has enjoyed
every second of it so far.
"[The student's] are dedicated,
hardworking, respectful, and polite,"
she said. "I like small colleges because
you get to know everyone."
Wang currently teaches two sessions
in investment and two classes in
management. She returns to China yearly.

TED PHILLIPS 'n/THE COWL

Liu Wang, Ph.D., Professor of Finance, has a master’s degree in economics and teaches two
sessions in investment and two classes in management.
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PI: Four Alum Share Success Stories
Continued from front page

lots of flexibility, but it is not the
only degree that does that. She
emphasized that law school is a
significant investment and was the,
"best $130,000 I ever spent."
She said that law school could
provide many critical thinking skills
and discipline that lead to increased
flexibility in the job market, and

a Republican in the Rhode Island
General Assembly. He stressed for
students to, "always be aware of
their reputation" and to ensure
that a mutual professional respect
exists between a person and their
networking contacts, or else they
would not get jobs.
The next alum to share her
experiences in the political world was
Melanie Hebert TO, who works as a

IF YOU COME OUT OF PC,
YOU CAN FINISH LAW SCHOOL
that the legal system is becoming
more complex, meaning that more
jobs are being created.
She assured students that law
school is not as frightening as seems,
and that "If you can come out of PC,
you can finish law school."
The first alum to speak was
Michael Fenton '09. He graduated
cum laude with a degree in Political
Science and a minor in Business
and Public Administration. He is
currently pursuing a JD and an
MBA from Western New England
College, where he received a full
academic scholarship.
He also was the youngest person to ever
be elected to the Springfield City Council,
where he also serves as the Chairman of
the Finance Committee. Fenton said that
he would not have gotten to where he is
today without the networking he did at
school and with his family.
He had served as an intern for

lobbyist at Rasky Baerlein in Boston.
She said that she knew she wanted
to be a lobbyist at a young age, and
she talked with Dr. Mark Hyde about
what lobbyists actually do during her
freshman year.
She was able to form a connection
with Senator Ben Downing in the
Massachusetts State Senate, and
landed an internship with him
after her freshman year. While she
was working as an intern, she met
a lobbyist and was able to form a
connection with her. Hebert said she
"got lucky" when she contacted Rasky
Baerlein and they needed interns.
Although she did mundane tasks
like copying and stuffing envelopes,
she also got to go to the statehouse and
hand out pamphlets. Hebert found that
people actually paid attention to her
because of her association with Rasky
Baerlein, and that it was, "Exciting
to feel like I had lots of power in the

world of politics."
In the summer of 2009, though
she was going to intern again, but
they were not having interns. Despite
this setback, she did not give up and
contacted them again during her senior
year. She found that one of the people
at the firm "lobbied for me to work
for them." She was hired, and she has
been working there for nine months.
She told students to, "Go along for the
rollercoaster ride, and good luck."
Mark Rhoads '08 followed Hebert.
He works for Gina Raimondo,
who is the General Treasurer of
Rhode Island. Previously, he had
worked in Mayor David Cicilline's
administration, first as an intern and
then as staff member. He got a job
through Feinstein Institute, and was
looking to get out of the "PC bubble."
He was hired to work part-time

a roadblock it's onward and upward.
Move on to the next thing and find
something you love."
The last alum to speak was
Vimala Phongsavanh '08. She is a
member of the Woonsocket School
Committee, was the first AsianAmerican elected to public office in
Woonsocket and was the first LaoAmerican elected to a school board
in the United States.
Pongsavanh said that her original
plans for her life did not involve
education; she took the LSAT, and then
reconsidered law school.
She
decided
to
serve
in
Americorps for a year in Boston. Her
experiences in the Americorps made
her realize she was passionate about
education reform, and in 2009 she
ran for school committee in "a very
grassroots movement."

GET OUT THERE, MEET AS MANY PEOPLE AS YOU
CAN, KEEP MOVING FOWARD.
during his senior year. He said that
his internship opens up the door
to a lot of different experiences,
and that fundraising for a political
campaign involves meeting people
in every aspect of the community.
After working for Gina Raimondo's
successful campaign, he applied for a
job in the treasury and now works for
a chief investment officer.
He advised students to, "Get out
there, meet as many people as you can,
keep moving forward. If you run into

Pongsavanh registered 100 new
voters in her neighborhood and
inspired her neighbors to vote for the
first time. She won her election by 61
votes, and without her neighborhood
she would have lost.
She urged students to partake in
programs like Americorps, Peace
Corps, or Teach for America and told
students to "Follow your passions,
and find what inspires you."

LAMAGNA: Alum Speaks of Frugality
Continued from front page
fill out a questionnaire with basic
questions such as their height, weight,
and age. LaMagna would pair students
up based on their answers.
"The
questionnaire
required
you to be attending college, but
high school girls had passed the
screening process. -Their parents
saw the questionnaire and got mad,"
said LaMagna.

campus. I go back to my room and
hear my phone ring. My stock broker
says, 'Sit down. We're screwed,
Global Marine opened up 17 dollars
lower, and they found the gold wasn't
profitable to the mine because it was
in ice.' The first day of school I lost my
tuition," said LaMagna.
"The lesson I learned there is you
really shouldn't gamble, you have
to not take risk, and minimize risk.
Be persistent but not so persistent that you
spend your life doing it," said LaMagna.

in Los Angeles. They put a coupon for
the pan in their pasta boxes.Now I had
to get lasagna pans, so I called up a
pan company but it would cost 50,000
dollars. I learned don't do something
you can't do with the money you
have," said LaMagna.
LaMagna
closed
by
emphasizing
the
importance
of caring for one's employees.

"Tire theory is, if you take care of all
those people, they will take care of you.
Go out there and try something. Don't
be afraid to do it if you're going to do
anything, make sure you fear success
and make sure you set up something
you want to be doing. Keep it simple,
use the money you have, and act
responsibly," said LaMagna.

THAT IS WHAT A PERSON WHO RUNS A BUSINESS
DOES ALL THE TIME: ORGANIZING.
The questionnaire also included
questions
about
one's
sexual
experience levels. The return address
for the questionnaire was LaMagna's
PO Box.
LaMagna's punishment included
the illicit use of a college computer and
the use of personal information under
false pretexts.
LaMagna remembered one of his
professors present at the disciplinary
meeting asking if he was planning on
becoming a promoter after graduation.
"I finally spoke, 'Yes, yes I will probably
be a promoter and a millionaire too and
despite the way I am being treated here, I
will contribute to the school.' Here I am 44
years later. I did happen to make that million
dollars and I am here tonight to make good
on that promise," said LaMagna before
handing Fr. Shanley a check.
LaMagna reflected on his first day
at Harvard Business School and the
5,000 dollar loan he was given. Upon
entering the dorm, LaMagna heard a
classmate say into the phone that Global
Marine had discovered gold in Alaska.
LaMagna consequently decided to buy
stock in the company.
"The first day of school Monday
morning, there I was with my
controlled shares of stock thinking
I am going to buy a car, move off

Student Poetry and Fiction Contest
LaMagna went on to give further
advice in how to succeed in business.
"First of all I would not fear failure
but fear success. You have got to think
through what will happen if you
succeed," said LaMagna.
"Once you have decided what you
want to do, the most important thing
you have to do is be organized. That
is what a person who runs a business
does all the time: organizing.
You have to intentionally work at
being organized, don't be early, don't
be late. That one principle will help
you become organized. In my case, I
had to go through a few red lights,"
said LaMagna.
"Be frugal, don't spend money you
don't have to spend, buy everything
used. Besides being frugal, you want
to keep it simple.
When you finally hire someone
make sure they are organized.
Don't have a partner, have two
partners, the last thing you want
to be involved in is a situation
where you and the other person
don't
agree,"
said
LaMagna.
LaMagna reflected ona failed business
venture, LaMagna Lasagna Pans.
"The lesson is don't go out and sell a
product you don't have. I went out and
sold the pan to a spaghetti company

Wednesday, March 23,2011
Slavin LLO1
7:30 p.m.
Submit your entries to Professor Chard deNiord,
c/o the English Department, Library LL1O

The deadline for submissions of verse and/or prose poetry
and fiction is Friday, March 11.
Submit no more than five poems or fifteen double-spaced
pages of fiction. Students may submit work in each genre.
Come prepared to read your work.

Judges will determine the winners.

Prizes will be awarded!
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Summer Fun & Sun on Cape Cod
Wychmere Beach Club in Harwich Port is Cape Cod's
premiere

oceanfront

Beach/Tennis

We

accepting

Destination.

are

Club

and

Event

applications

and

interviewing for the following positions:

PC in China

Assistant Tennis Pro

Summer StudyZtravel
with Fr. Nowel

Registration Desk
Culinary Staff

Banquet Wait Staff

Beach Grill Wait Staff

Bartenders
Bus Staff/Food Runners

Event Set-Up Staff

Dishwashers

Housekeepers

Spend a month in China

Laundry Attendant

Lifeguards/Swim Instructors

AND EARN 3 CREDITS!

Beach/Pool Attendants

A 2-WEEK COURSE, PLUS A 2-WEEK TOUR

Fitness Center Attendant

Beijing, Tibet, Guilin, Yangshuo, Shanghai

Children's Activities Coordinators

July 25-August 22

On-site Housing Available

Contact the center

for international

Studies, Harkins 336

OR E-MAIL MNOWEL@PROVIDENCE.EDU
APPLICATIONS/DEPOSIT DUE MARCH 25

On-site interviews will be held 3/31, 4/1, 4/2, 4/7, 4/8,
4/9.

Call

508-432-1000

ext.

129

to

schedule

an

interview. For more information check out our website

at www.wychmereharbor.com

THE ONLY THING MORE

IMPRESSIVE
GRADUATES
THAN OUR STATS ARE OUR

At Quinnipiac University, our students are our main focus. It's why we offer 23 graduate degrees in fields ranging from business
to health sciences. It's also why Quinnipiac was ranked a top 10 northern regional university offering a full range of masters-level
programs by U.S. News& World Report and second in the northern region in U.S. News' Up-and-Coming Schools category.

Communications

Educational Leadership

Physician Assistant

Interactive Communications
(on campus and online)

Teacher Leadership (online)

Radiologist Assistant

Health Sciences

Journalism

Arts & Sciences

Biomedical Sciences

Molecular & Cell Biology

Public Relations

Cardiovascular Perfusion

Education

Business

Nursing

Information Technology (online)

Elementary

Occupational Therapy
(post-professional) (online)

MBA (on campus and online)

Secondary

Pathologists' Assistant

MBA-CFA® Track (Chartered
Financial Analyst)

MBA/HCM (Health Care
Management)
MBA-SCM (Supply Chain
Management)
MBA/JD (Joint degree in
business and law)

Organizational Leadership
(online)

Law

To find out how Quinnipiac can help you succeed in your career, call 1-800-462-1944,
e-mail graduate@quinnipiac.edu or visit www.quinnipiac.edu/gradstudies .

Quinnipiac University
1-800-462-1944 I Hamden & North Haven, Connecticut
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Rebels Gain Ground in Libya
by Molly Driessen '12
World Staff

Libya
Following
demonstrations
in
North Africa, 200 protesters began
gathering in Libya on Feb. 15, 2011 to
challenge the arrest of human rights
activist Fathi Terbil. By the end of the
day, a rough estimate of 600 protesters
began organizing, as they called for
the end of Colonel Muammar alGaddafi. Gaddafi has been one of the
longest ruling non-royal heads of state
since he overthrew the monarchy of
Libya in 1969. Since then, he has ruled
as "Brotherly Leader and Guide of the
Revolution," but has caused one of
the bloodiest crackdowns in Africa.
Following the initial day of protest, Feb
17 was deemed the "Day of Revolt,"
where more protesters gathered. The
government responded by releasing
30 prisoners from jail who were then
armed and paid to fight against the
protesters. Within the next couple of
days, the government sought support
by hiring African mercenaries, many
from Chad, to support the army.
While the protesters have been
relatively
peaceful,
government
suppression has been turning more
violent. Hospitals are running out of
supplies as the death toll rises. On
Feb. 21
Gaddafi's son, Seif al-Islam,
'Caned for a general assembly to
discuss the situation. The next day,
Gaddafi appeared on TV to relinquish
rumors of having fled the country. He
reaffirmed that he has no intention of
stepping down and condemned the
various military personnel police who
abandoned their government posts.
In response to the rise in violence,
the U.S. closed its embassy on Feb.
25 and prepared financial and other
penalties against Gaddafi. President
Obama was cautious to respond
to the situation with a critical tone

COURTESY OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Anti-Gaddafi protesters demonstrate in Benghazi, demanding that government leaders step down.

until Americans were out of danger.
After all U.S. diplomats had left and a
ferry carried hundreds of U.S. citizens
home, President Obama cancelled
all military contacts with Libya. In
a phone conversation with German
Chancellor Angela Merkel, Obama
said, "[Wjhen a leader's only means
of staying in power is to use mass
violence against his own people, he has
lost the legitimacy to rule and needs
to do what is right for his country
by leaving now," according to the
Associated Press. The U.S. has revoked
Libyan visas to hold the country
accountable for its oppression. Besides
the U.S. response, President Nicolas
Sarkozy of France called for Gaddafi
to resign, Peru severed diplomatic
ties, the African Union held a security
meeting, and the European Union has
agreed to impose sanctions. Libya also
has around 20 billion euros in liquid
assets that are in London. According
to The Huffington Post, London is
expected to freeze these assets as part
of the international effort to prevent
Gaddafi from holding power.
The United Nations Security Council

convened to address the oppression.
According to The Boston Globe, U.N.
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon stated
to the U.N. Security Council that loyal
Gaddafi military forces were shooting
civilians outside their homes and in
hospitals. According to the Associated
Press, Turkish Prime Minister, Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, warned the U.N.
Security Council that sanctions could
create more harm than good, by
saying, "[W]e call on the international
community to act with conscience,
justice, laws and universal humane
values-not out of oil concerns." Libya's
ambassador to the U.N., Abdurrahman
Shalgham, a friend of Gaddafi, also
denounced Gaddafi and has compared
him to Hitler.
Following his father's television
appearance, Gaddafi's second son, Saif
al-Islam, appeared on television to
renounce government responsibility
and blame all upheaval on protesters.
The revolts have been focused
between Libya's two largest cities,
Tripoli and Benghazi. By Feb. 18,
government oppositions took control
over Beghanzi with the aid of some

military troops. Tripoli, along with
Ghadames, Sirt, and Sabha remain in
Gaddafi's power. Gaddafi has recruited
volunteer forces to arrive in Tripoli
to maintain power over the city. The
government has been sending in elite
troops in attempts to take back cities.
According to The Washington Post, the
Libyan state television advertised
that the government attempted to
buy citizen support through financial
payment to every family as well as
raise salaries of state employees by
as much as 150 percent. Some Islamic
leaders have also sent mass texts to
Libyan cell phones to obey Gaddafi.
In response, Warfalla, the largest of
the numerous tribes in Libya, united
with other tribes to continue the
opposition's fight against Gaddafi.
The entire Arab League Mission also
resigned, as well as Ahmed Khadafy
al-Dam, a top security official and
cousin to Gaddafi, who has called
Gaddafi's actions "grave violations to
human rights," according to The New
York Times.
Rebels are in the process of forming
an interim government, which would
include
former justice
minister
Mustafa Mohamed Abdel Jalil, to
oversee the areas that Gaddafi does
not control. The death toll of protesters
has reached at least 600 and protesters
continue to be brutally smothered by
Gaddafi loyalists. According to The
Boston Globe, one scared resident said,
"[I]t was really like we are dogs." On
Feb. 27, rebels increased their pressure
surrounding Tripoli as they prepared
to launch an offensive against
Gaddafi. Still, Gaddafi and his family
are dismissing U.N. sanctions and
"rumors." According to The Huffington
Post, Gaddafi stated, "[Tjhe U.N. is
not allowed to meddle in the internal
affairs of other countries, unless a
country is attacking another state."

Somalian Pirates Kill Four Americans
by Ben Remillard '13
World Staff

Somalia
On, Feb. 19,19 Somalian pirates took
Jean and Scott Adam of Marina del Rey,
California, and their two friends, Phillis
Macay and Robert Riggle of Seattle,
Washington hostage by boarding
their 58-foot yacht. During four days
of pressure from the international
community, U.S. Navy ships closely
followed the yacht, refusing to allow the
pirates to dock their captured vessel.
Two pirates went to the Navy ships
to negotiate a ransom, but were not
allowed to leave, as they were deemed
"not serious" by U.S. negotiators and
an FBI representative. On the fourth
day, pirates fired a rocket-propelled
grenade at one of the American ships
and began firing inside the yacht,
killing the four Americans. At that
point, Navy SEALs stormed the cruiser,
killing four pirates and detaining the
rest. The week before, a pirate was
sentenced to 34 years in prison for his
role in the 2009 hijacking of the Maersk
Alabama, a cargo ship that was rescued
by Navy sharpshooters. In November, a
federal court in Virginia convicted five
Somalians on charges of piracy. These
events led Bob Prucha, a spokesman for
U.S. Central Command in Florida, to
indicate that the 15 pirates involved in
this most recent incident might face the
same fate.

In what has been called a "deplorable
act" by U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton, the deaths of the four
Americans have brought conflicted
reports as to what might have led up
to the deaths of the captives. The LA
Times reports that because the incident
is being investigated by the FBI, some
Naval officers spoke to reporters only
on the condition of anonymity. The
newspaper reports that some Navy
officials believed the decision to tell
the pirates they would not be allowed
to transport their captives to shore
may have provoked them.As one U.S.
Defense official argued, however,
allowing the pirates to go to shore with
prisoners would have left the Navy
with "almost no leverage." Others have
argued that pirates may have shot the
prisoners after infighting left them
confused over how to handle their
situation. Andrew Mwangura, head of
the East African Seafarers' Assistance
Program, argues that" [Misunderstandings
can happen among pirates when there
are a big number of them in a small boat
facing shortages of food and water."
This event comes at a time of
increased piracy off the African coast. In
the past year, there have been 48 attacks
on foreign ships and 11 successful
hijackings, reports the International
Maritime Bureau. The LA Times reports
that there are over 700 foreigners being
held hostage by Somalian pirates,
both at sea and on land, with 30 ships

currently under pirate control. The
Washington Times reports that according
to international navies patrolling the
Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean,
Somalian pirates have been behaving
more violently in recent months. This
includes firing assault weapons and
rocket propelled grenades at ships
and treating hostages with more
aggression. Roger Middleton, a piracy
researcher at London's Royal Institute
for International Affairs, said that
"[Tjhere is a really unpleasant spike
in the violence and pressure tactics
that pirates seem willing to use." He
notes how some hostages are being
tied to ceilings, thrown in freezers, or
physically tortured. Gunshots are being
fired on board to intimidate hostage
negotiators over the phone.
The BBC reports how, in the past,
most pirates were fishermen, but
increasingly they are simply armed
men on boats. As the amount of money
involved in ransoms has gone up from
a few thousand dollars to a few million,
piracy has attracted the attention of
Somali militants and organized gangs.
It has gotten to the point where gangs
are able to reinforce some boats and
bases with ammunition and food to
keep hostage takers stable as they
wait out negotiators for money. The
Washington Times reports that because
of this rise in piracy, a U.S.-led coalition
of 14 ships from 10 countries, NATO,
and the European nion, have joined

COURTESY OF DETROIT FREE PRESS

Phyllis Macay and Bob Riggle were among four
killed off the coast of Somalia.

forces with the Somalian government
to plan a strategy and improve
capacity-building and communications
in the fight against piracy. While this
has led to some success against pirates,
Roger Middleton, a piracy analyst at
the London-based think tank Chatham
House, argues that the solution must go
beyond hard power, and deal with local
authorities and solutions: "The problem
is that pirates have also adapted, and
we now see that they are operating
right across the Indian Ocean. With the
15 to 30 warships available, it simply
is not possible to cover the huge area
[1300 nautical miles] now threatened."
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Congress Debates Cutting Funding
for Planned Parenthood
by Rebecca Larrivee '13
World Staff

United States
As the newly conservative House of
Representatives analyzes the budget
and attempts to cutback spending, many
Federal programs are set to lose their
funding. One of the major organizations
that is on the chopping block is Planned
Parenthood. In a vote taken on Feb. 18,
the Republican-controlled House of
Representatives voted 240-185 in favor
of cutting all $317 million dollars in
federal funds and grants to all family
planning organizations covered under
Title X. Voting remained consistent with
party lines with the exception of seven
Republicans who voted against and the
eleven Democrats who voted in favor of
the bill. The bill will now be forwarded
to the Senate where Democrats maintain
a slight majority and eventually to the
desk of the President, where a veto has
been promised.
The proposed cut of funding started
a three-hour debate on the floor of the
House of Representatives that was
marked by an emotional speech given
by Representative Jackie Speier of
California. In her speech to the House,
Jackie stated that she had to undergo an
abortion late in her pregnancy due to a
severe complication. After describing
her story, she was quoted by ABC as
stating "Planned Parenthood has a
right to operate. Planned Parenthood
has a right to provide services for
family planning. Planned Parenthood
has a right to offer abortions. Last
time you checked abortions were legal
in this country." She then went on to
criticize the House for bringing up the

COURTESY OF NOLA

Supporters of Planned Parenthood rally against the proposed cuts in govemement funding.

argument of birth control funding in
a time where there are more relevant
issues that affect the economy. "Now
you may not like Planned Parenthood,
so be it. I would suggest to you it would
serve us all very well if we moved on
with this process and started focusing
on creating jobs for the Americans
who desperately want them."
The removal of funds would end
all federal grants and aid to Planned
Parenthood, including money for
cancer screening, family planning,
birth control, and medical and
preventative services. Since Planned
Parenthood was already barred from
using federally provided funds to
provide abortion services, the cut
in funding would not directly affect
that service. Politicians in favor of
the bill, however, believe that the
cuts in funding would force the
organization to spend more on
the preventative services that it

currently receives funds for and thus
result in less funds allocated for the
performance of abortions.
Planned Parenthood currently
"operates more than 800 clinics and
health centers across the country,
serving more than 3 million patients
a year" according to the Boston Globe.
The centers rely on over $75 million
worth of federal aid to provide
health screenings and reduced
contraception for low-income women.
Although the cuts would limit the
organization's ability to continue to
provide these services, they would
not severely alter the organizations
budget which currently operates at
$1 billion annually.
One of the recent blows to the
Planned Parenthood organization
came as a result of an undercover film
released by the pro-life group Live
Action. In the sting operation, the
group released a series of videos that

feature a man posing as a sex trafficker
who asks workers at a Planned
Parenthood clinic how he can receive
aid for his underage prostitutes.
Representative Mike Pence of Indiana
was quoted in the Boston Globe as
stating "Every American should
be shocked that an employee of the
largest recipient of federal funds
under Title X has been recorded
aiding and abetting underage sex
trafficking." Republicans have been
using Live Nation's release of the
films as a defense for their proposed
cut of spending by stating that federal
funding should not be used to fund
criminal activities. Other politicians
across the country blame the
organization for fueling the "sexual
revolution," which includes teenage
sex and out-of-wedlock pregnancies,
according to the Globe.
Defenders of the organization
are incensed about the claims
brought against the organization.
"These charges make me so angry,"
said Judy Tabar, president of
Planned Parenthood of Southern
New England. "What we do every
day is prevent more unintended
pregnancies than anyone else in the
country. We have a huge impact on
the lives of women and families," she
said to The New York Times.
Despite the controversial nature of
the bill, Congress does not have a lot
of time to debate it, simply because it
is such a small part of a large budget
that must be passed by March 4th.
If Congress is unable to procure a
Federal budget by the end of Friday,
March 4th, the Federal government
will be forced to shut down until a
budget is approved.

Union Supporters Protest in Wisconsin
by Katie Davenport '14
World Staff

United States
In Madison, Wisconsin, Republican
Governor Scott Walker sparked a recent
uprising of protests when he revealed
his future plans for the state. According
to The New York Times, Walker wants to
require public workers to pay more for
their pensions and health insurance; this
demand would effectively reduce many
individuals' net pay by approximately
seven percent. Furthermore, Walker
wants to weaken the majority of
public-sector unions by restricting
their collective bargaining rights and
benefits. Walker claims that he has
no other choice but to set forth these
orders since he is currently struggling
with a deficit of $137 million in the state
budget and the possibility of a $3.6
billion gap in the upcoming budget.
For the past few weeks, thousands
of teachers, state workers, students, and
union supporters have gathered around
the Capitol to rally against Walker's
proposal.
Some even demanded a
recall of Walker, calling him a bully
and likening him to a dictator. While
those protesters chanted "Kill the bill!"
another group later joined the protests,
favoring both Walker and the bill.
The group, with many demonstrators
regarding themselves as Tea Party
members, is far smaller than that
of the union supporters. The bill's
supporters are happy to finally partake
in the protests since they grew tired of
watching the union protests continue
each day without a response.
The potentially dangerous situation
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Governor Scott Walker's plans to, among other things, restrict collective bargaining triggered a
surge of protests in Wisconsin.

that could rise from the presence
of two conflicting groups initially
worried lawmakers. The New York
Times reports that officers were
thus on duty, readily prepared
with barricades, temporary fences,
and police snipers. However, the
tension between the two groups only
escalated to angry words and hand
gestures. Overall, police officials
noted that although the protests
were loud, they have remained quite
peaceful and organized.
"Obviously there is a lot of protest
out there, but in the end, it's the
right thing to do," Walker states. He
claims that he is not at all affected
by the opposition to his proposal.
His critics and supporters both agree
that Walker never strays from his

political approach nor apologizes for
his proposals. Walker already had his
mind set on numerous ideas before
he even officially became governor.
While waiting to take office, Walker
urged lawmakers not to approve new
contracts for state workers; Walker said
that he wanted "maximum flexibility"
to handle the state's budget later on.
The New York Times explains that
when Walker came into office, he and
state lawmakers passed $117 million in
tax breaks for businesses. Many critics
believe that Walker worsened the
state's budget gap by that action. Now,
to save both himself and the economy,
he wants unions to make sacrifices. The
protesters and Wisconsin's Democratic
leaders also believe that Walker's bill
is using fiscal problems as a chance

to hurt the unions since unions are
traditional Republican opponents.
Graeme Zielinski, a spokesman for
the state's Democratic Party, believes
that Walker "is a hard-right partisan
who does not negotiate, does not
compromise. He is totally modeled
after a slash-and-burn, scorched-earth
approach that has never existed
here before."
Although people are worried and
frustrated now, Walker believes that
the majority of public employees will
eventually tolerate his proposal after
its enactment. That belief, however, is
not shared by those who continue
to protest.
Moreover, Walker is not the only
one attempting to curtail union power.
According to The New York Times,
smaller protests broke out in Ohio,
Indiana, and Florida, proving that the
issue at hand is spreading and affecting
more lives.
William B. Gould IV, a labor law
professor at Stanford University and
a former member of the National
Labor Relations Board, says, "I'm sure
we're going to hear more from other
states where Republican governors are
trying to heap the entire burden of the
financial crisis on public employees
and public employees' unions."
Throughout the last year, officials
around America have dealt with
financial problems by finding solutions
such as cutting programs and resorting
to layoffs. Now, in Wisconsin, more
drastic and unapologetic measures are
apparent. Given the suffering economic
situation elsewhere in the country, it is
only a matter of time before other state
officials start to do the same.
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This Week in History
By Adam Staropoli '14, World Staff

February 25,1570 - Pope Pius V excommunicates Queen Elizabeth I of England.
February 26,1980 - Egypt and Israel Establish full diplomatic relations.
February 27,1951 - The twenty-second amendment to the United States Constitution
is ratified, limiting presidents to two terms in office.
February 28,1854 - The Republican Party of the United States is organized in
Wisconsin.

March 1,1845 - President John Tyler signs a bill authorizing the United States to
annex the Republic of Texas.

March 2,1953 - The Academy Awards are first broadcasted on television by NBC.
March 3,1931 - The United States officially adopts "The Star-Spangled Banner" as its
national anthem.

Justice Department
Drops Support for

Revolutionary Fervor
Spreads to Bahrain

by Bill Pursell 'll
World Staff

by Lynnzie Marinaccio T3
World Staff

United States

Bahrain

In a shocking maneuver, the U.S. Justice Department announced Wednesday,
Feb. 23 that it will not continue to support the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA),
which defined marriage on a federal level as the union between one man and
one woman.
Attorney General Eric Holder said President Barack Obama felt the law violates
the constitutional rights of homosexuals and therefore, the administration could
no longer defend it. .
A few instances cited by Holder show the slow decay of DOMA throughout
its 15-year existence. "The Supreme Court has ruled that laws criminalizing
homosexual conduct are unconstitutional. Congress has repealed the military's
'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' policy, and several lower courts have ruled DOMA itself
to be unconstitutional," quote provided by CBN News.
The initial push for this recent decision came after two court cases challenging
the constitutionality of DOMA were filed in the Second U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals. Since the cases were without precedent in this specific issue, the
Obama administration decided to act. The Second U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
has now been ordered not to defend DOMA.
White House Press Secretary Jay Carney explained, "[T]he president directed
the attorney general not to defend [DOMA in any other circuits] because of the
decision that it is not constitutional," quoted CBN News.
A question that is inevitably raised by this decision is whether President
Obama has the power to issue such a demand. Jordan Sekulow, Director of
International Operations for the American Center for Law and Justice, said he
believes President Obama does not have the power to make this decision.
"President Obama, he's not a king. He can't go around and say, 'You know
what, Eric Holder and I decided it's not constitutional so we're not going to
defend a law of the country anymore,"' Sekulow told CBN News.
The future of this case may only lead to more controversy.
"Imagine a civil rights law, the voting rights law for instance," Sekulow
continued. "And a president comes into office after the law is signed and says, 'I
don't like this anymore. So we're just not going to defend it anymore when the
KKK challenges it in court.'"
The dramatic change in policy may be a spark for those passionately opposed
to gay marriage. Kris Mineau of the Massachusetts Family Institute says, "It's a
horrible situation when the president and the attorney general refuse to carry
out their constitutional duties. We are now asking Congress to do its job,"
quoted by BLTWY.
Previously barred from doing so in the state's key DOMA challenge, Gill v.
Office of Personnel Management, his legal team is working on documents to take
part in oral arguments. Mineau says the government's defense of DOMA thus
far "has amounted to something along the lines of 'we're personally against
DOMA but we're here today to defend it,"' quoted BLTWY. That watered-down
approach, he says, left traditional marriage supporters feeling hopeless.
Currently, gay marriage is legal in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Iowa, and the District of Columbia. This decision may allow gay
marriage to become legalized in many more areas.

The protests and demonstrations that have come to characterize several
nations in the Middle East and northern Africa so far this year have also
been occurring in the small country of Bahrain, an island in the Persian Gulf.
Bahrain is under the rule of the Al Khalifa royal family, which has controlled
the country since the 18th century.
The Al Khalifa family practices Sunni Islam, while 70 percent of the people
practice Shia Islam— a discrepancy that has long caused tensions between the
population and the government. People took to the streets in protest in the
capital city of Manama starting on Monday, Feb. 14, and were at first demanding
political and economic changes, including the formation of a constitutional
monarchy. Unrest has been building up over the past few years with people
upset and frustrated over unemployment, discrimination and corruption. Pro
government forces have met these demonstrations with violence, shooting into
crowds and killing protesters on several occasions.
A major square in the center of the capital, known as Pearl Roundabout,
has been the main site for these protests and the violent opposition. As of
Saturday, Feb. 19, at least 10 people have been killed in the demonstrations and
at least 50 injured. The funerals of those who were killed have also turned into
incidents of dissent, often complete with large masses of people marching only
to again be met with resistance. This violent opposition has caused many of the
protesters to change their demands from political reform to the abolition of the
monarchy altogether.
King Hamad ibn Isa Al Khalifa has claimed that the royal family is open to
a national dialogue with the protesters, although the leaders of the opposition
have stated that they do not believe his offer. Last week, Prince Salman
instructed the military to vacate the Pearl Roundabout after previously ridding
the square of all demonstrators. Bahraini protesters joyfully retook Pearl
Roundabout in dance, prayer, shouting, and flag-waving.
On Monday, Feb. 21, King Hamad released many political prisoners and
dropped several pending cases against people accused of conspiring against
the government. This action allowed Hassan Mushaimaa, the leader of the
country's largest opposition party, to return to Bahrain as of Saturday, Feb. 26.
Mushaimaa is the leader of the Haq Movement, which is opposed to the royal
family's power, champions the Bahraini constitution as illegal and forced upon
the people by the king, and proclaims the ideals of liberty and democracy.
Mushaimaa was detained by the government in the past for his campaigns for
representation and rights for the people, and had therefore been living abroad.
Mushaimaa announced his plans to join the protests, deliver a speech on the
importance of national unity, and stated that, in his opinion, the royal family
is only offering to cooperate with the protesters because of the pressure of the
demonstrations, when people have in fact been seeking a dialogue with the
government for a long time. Since Mushaimaa's return, King Hamad has made
several changes in his cabinet and with his policies. He has replaced several
of his ministers, named a new minister of labor, and reduced government
housing loans by 25 percent. As of now, protests continue in Bahrain and the
future of the country's government may be in the hands of the people.
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Asst. World Editor

Sweatshops Are Key to Economic Development
Recent issues of The Cowl have
sparked another debate centered
on the morality of sweatshop labor.
It is clear, however, that several of
the participants do not have a clear
understanding of the basic economic
concepts and relationships behind
sweatshop production.
Guest speaker Ben Powell explained
one of these concepts during his recent
lecture: worker choice is paramount
to any consideration of worker living
conditions. While it is true that many
Third World citizens endure a very low
standard of living compared to that of
developed nations, poor workers do
not usually have the choice to move to
the developed world and gain access
to high-paying jobs. Instead, they must
make do with what is available in their
local environment.
Thus, when protesters decry the low
wages and long hours of sweatshop
labor, they fail to understand that
this work is an improvement over
impoverished laborers' next best
option. Sweatshop labor is not slave
labor. Workers choose to work at
sweatshops because it is the best of
several alternatives. This basic fact
often escapes anti-sweatshop agitators.
Yes, on an absolute scale, sweatshop
conditions are worse than working in
a cushy office with a salary of $50,000
a year, plus benefits and doughnuts
in the break room on Fridays. But it is
a huge improvement over salvaging
garbage or subsistence farming.

Workers in the Third World are aware
of this; that is why they elect to take
these jobs.
This simple idea is the foundation
of decisions we all make every day.
Everyone weighs the pros and cons of
their decisions and tries to choose their
best option. The disconnect between
anti-sweatshop
demagogues
and
sweatshop workers arises when the
well-meaning but ignorant amateur
ethicists of the developed world
assume they understand more about
living in Bangladesh or Vietnam than
residents of Bangladesh or Vietnam.
Feeling compassion for those who
live in the Third World is admirable,
but interfering with their economic
decisions to their detriment is not.
Removing sweatshops or forcing
them to pay higher cash wages would
force workers out of their best option
and into less lucrative positions. It is
essential to remember the key element
of human choice. Workers choose
their best alternative. Removing the
best choices will not make these
workers richer. In fact, it will do the
opposite. Imagine living in America
as a high school graduate, working in
a restaurant as a line cook. The job isn't
exactly Wall Street, but it is the best you
can get while you save up for higher
education or night classes. Suddenly, a
"workers' rights" movement organizes
a boycott of your restaurant because
it does not pay you very well. The
restaurant closes down. You lose your

job. You have gone from a low salary
to no salary.
This is the position sweatshop
protestors inflict on Third World
residents. When Western movements
presume to understand the worker's
economic choices better than the
worker, they pre-empt his rational
decision-making ability, yet they have
less understanding of his possible
choices than he does. Yes, conditions
in sweatshops are poor. Conditions
in farming are worse. Conditions
in garbage-collecting are worse.
Conditions in prostitution are worse.
Starving is worse.
Good intentions cannot make up
for poor reasoning. Removing the
best possible job available to Third
World residents cannot improve
their standard of living. The only
way to help the long-run growth of
Third World nations is to support
stable, democratic governments who
respect the rule of law and private
property. Tyranny of government
and instability of rulers destroys
wealth and scares off investors. With
reasonable government and time to
grow, conditions in the Third World
will improve. For example, Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and
other nations in southeast Asia grew
from abject poverty to substantial
economic powers, based on a cheap
export industry that allowed them to
transition into industrialization and
modern living standards. Germany

ACROSS
1 This pope excommunicated Queen Elizabeth I.
4 Four Americans were killed by pirates off the coast
of________ .
6 This network first broadcast the Academy Awards.
7 Protests have sparked in this country currently ruled
by the Al Khalifa family.

DOWN
1 This Syracuse professor gave a talk on sweatshops at
PC.
dropped its support
2 The U.S. Department of
for DOMA.
3 Rebels in Libya are seeking to depose
5 This man is the governor of Wisconsin.

by Arman Ogamstan '13, World Editor
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and Japan suffered great destruction
during World War II, including the
loss of their previous government.
Now they have some of the strongest
economies in the world. With time
and stable government, any nation
can grow. Protesting sweatshops is
attacking the symptoms instead of
the disease. In this case, attacking
the symptoms will actually worsen
the disease. Feeling compassion
for workers is noble, but fighting
sweatshops
for workers is cruel.
Protest against dictators, or corruption,
or unjust laws, but not against the best
jobs Third World laborers can find.
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Everyone's Favorite News
Gossip Is Common and Captivating, But Can Quickly Become Detrimental
by Genevieve Ilg '14
Commentary Staff

REFLECTION

Grapevines
entwine
every
organization. We crave news, yet
neither city papers nor parish
newsletters
really
cover
the
fascinating beat of human conflicts,
joys, sorrows, and flaws. While an
ethical reporter checks facts and
verifies wording, gossip has no
commitment to either accuracy or
good taste. It thrives on the juicy
tidbits
of
conversation,
which
the dictionary defines as "rumor,
report, tattle, or behind-the-scenes
information, especially of an intimate
or personal nature." But, after all,
gossip is harmless, right?
The
informal
network
often
provides the only way to understand
what is happening around us. We
discuss with one another the latest
scuttlebutt, trying to piece together
some semblance of the truth from the
rumors and events of the day.
Yet, the network is dangerously
flawed. As gossip seldom slows
down to document its quotes, it
suffers progressive distortion as it
passes from mouth to ear. This is

how rumors get out of control. Like a
feather-pillow bursting in a slumber
party battle, there is no way to put
back all the feathers so mom won't
find out. They lurk under couches

that your 8:30 was cancelled is true.
It is an easy descent, however, to a
second, more personal level. "Did you
hear that Sally and Dan are having
problems again? Dan danced with

and in between cushions, and turn up
months later in the strangest places.
The damage cannot be undone.
There are actually three strains
of gossip—as hard to separate as
scrambled eggs. First is the innocuous
chitchat about whether or not the fact

Sharon at the party last night, and
then walked her back to her dorm,"
or "Hank sure is in a bad mood this
morning. I hear his boss at McPhail's
is really breathing down his neck
since he slipped up last week."
These
examples
of
vague

statements, though not vindictive,
become the basis for false assumptions
and unfair judgments of character.
And they so often grow with re
telling. To examine with our tongues
the private and intimate issues of
others is fraught with danger, and
leads all too easily to the third and
worst form of gossip—slander.
Most often, slander does not
originate with a lie but with a
distortion. While statements and
actions can usually be confirmed,
it is hard to prove intentions. Yet
motives are vital to evaluating
character. A jury's verdict may hinge
entirely on interpretation of motive.
Everyday slander, however, faces
no scrutinizing jury. This ugly form
of gossip twists motive, discredits
character, and undermines public
confidence. Impugning motives are
the slanderer's most sinister weapons.
Although snide interpretations of
motives are mere opinions, doubt,
once planted, is difficult to erase.
A slur conceived in anger or an
inconsiderate jest becomes a deadly
innuendo. Subtly slipped into the
flow of conversation, it is picked up
by the grapevines and spread to a
dozen ears, ruining a reputation.
But, after all, gossip is harmless, right?
photo courtesy of photoradar.com
photo courtesy of wallpapergate.com

What Would Archie Bunker Think of Those Gleeks?
by Jenn DiPirro '12
Asst. Commentary Editor
CULTURE

The popular 1970s sitcom All in the
Family would never make the cut as a
primetime show today. Not because
the show lacks comedic skill or has
poorly written plot lines, but because
of its blatant political incorrectness.
Political correctness is the name of the
game these days.
Archie Bunker, the protagonist of
All in the Family, is a bigot and no one
is spared from his racism.
Bunker's humor and delivery would
make most audiences today quite
uncomfortable. In addition to racism,
the show also deals with sexism and
socioeconomic struggles. The most
crippling of all Bunker's prejudices,
however, is his sentiment towards
the African American community.
I mean, who could forget the classic
episode when Sammy Davis Jr. gives
Bunker a big smooch, rendering him
completely mortified? Even more
appalling is when the Jeffersons move
in next door and Bunker really lets his
bigotry run rampant, mostly at the
expense of himself, of course.
Though many viewers today
would be turned off by All in the
Family, the show raises many issues
that continue to persist decades later.
Needless to say, racism is still present
in our society. Diversity is something
that we struggle with daily, not only

in the form of racism, but also sexism,
homophobia, and countless other
forms of diversity. These are huge
taboos in our society. There is one
show today that is truly breaking
down these boundaries, Fox's hit
sitcom, Glee.
For those of you who do not watch
Glee, shame on you. It is incredibly
addictive. But I bet I know why you
do not watch it. It is the same reason
we made fun of Barney when we were
little, even though we secretly watched
it every day. You, my loyal reader, do
not watch Glee because you assume
that the cast is a bunch of annoying
tools bouncing
around
singing
poorly-remade Journey ballads. But I
dare you to watch one episode. In fact,
I triple dog dare you. You cannot help

but love it. The characters, the singing
and the dancing slowly push up the
sides of your mouth until you can no
longer help but smile. But Glee is about
a lot more than just the soundtrack. It
is also about diversity.
I am not talking about a holierthan-thou, "change your wicked
ways" appeal, either. Glee is much
more subtle in its teachings. There is
the token black girl with an attitude
big enough to fill the choir room,
some awkward Asians who exhibit
major PDA, a pretty boy that they
call Justin Bieber, a jock that everyone
thinks is perfect but is actually a total
sap, an annoying brat who believes
she is better than everyone else (and
might be, but how dare she think so),
a dumb, rich girl who still believes

in Santa Claus, a mean girl from the
rough part of town who is gorgeous
but never has a date because she is
scary, an overly confident fat girl who
is really self-deprecating, a blonde
cheerleader who gets knocked up, the
"bad boy" with a mohawk who is her
baby daddy, a gay kid who is teased,
and a nerdy "Stephen Hawking"
type complete with wheelchair.
Never before have I spouted off more
cultural cliches in one sentence! But at
the same time, in what other setting
have all these diverse backgrounds
shared an hour of television together?
So, inevitably tensions arise, yet the
students rise above them, all the while
singing renditions of classic songs
ranging from Katy Perry's "Teenage
Dream" to Aerosmith's "Dream On."
Clearly, the musical selections reflect
the diversity of the cast and the cast
reflects the diversity of our time
(sigh). But it is precious, I swear!
Not every episode has a happy
ending for the characters because,
after all, high school was not exactly
everyone's finest hour. Being different
certainly does not make these years
any easier. Glee does not shy away
from this truth. The "Gleeks" are often
at odds with the rest of their student
body, and sometimes even with
each other. However, their advisor
Mr. Schuester, the voice of reason,
manages to help them put life in
perspective and quells their conflicts.
I have to say, I think those kids, even
though some people think their song
and dance numbers are a bit hokey
and stupid, may actually be picking
up where Archie Bunker left off.
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FAITH

by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.

ATTERS
M

This
Writes

STUFF?
(Genevieve llg ’14)
Major:
Health Policy and Management, Philosophy Minor

Hometown:
Bloomfield, New Jersey

Fun Fact:
Janina is my favorite person in the world.

Where to Find Her:
Everywhere at once.

Personal Catch Phrase:
“It’s all good.”

Annoys Her Most:
Egoists

Most Passionate About:

A friend of mine is in the hospital and has been struggling with cancer
for a long time now. He's being operated on in the morning, so a couple of
us went to see him tonight to have a quick visit and to anoint him before
his procedure.
Now, this friend is one of the most remarkable people I've ever known,
and his cheerful attitude and fighting spirit are absolutely contagious.
He's the kind of guy who goes from room to room in the cancer unit to
encourage other patients. No matter how bad he's feeling, he always finds
the energy to make fun of my devotion to the Red Sox. And in spite of all
of the ups and downs of his illness—the progress and the setbacks—he has
tremendous faith in God's love for him and knows that the Lord will never
leave him alone.
But tonight, he was exceedingly tired and, uncharacteristically, didn't
have a whole lot to say. All of the treatments seemed to have gotten the
better of him for the day. We prayed together and said goodbye. And as
we're walking out of the door, he began to sing. Out of nowhere, he broke
into the first verse of the Beatles' "Let it Be." You know the words: When I
find myself in times of trouble, Mother Mary comes to me, speaking words
of wisdom, "Let it be." And in my hour of darkness she is standing right
in front of me, speaking words of wisdom, "Let it be." ... There will be an
answer. Let it be.
I believe with all my heart that God is using this young man's life—
including his sufferings —to show his love to the world. It's his vocation
to teach those who are lucky enough to know and love him what it means
to trust in God. And the lesson was never as clear as it was tonight. In
the face of pain and uncertainty, after enduring so much for so long, with
almost no energy to spare, he continued to teach. He continued to profess
his faith.
No matter what the particular burdens in our lives, or the lives of those
we love, our Lord invites us to trust in his providence. Our heavenly
Father loves us beyond all imagining, and so we need not fear the hours
of darkness that occasionally befall each one of us. We can cast all our
anxieties on him who loves us so much. Hope in God and know that there
will be an answer. Let it be.

Achieving equity in health for all people.
Health is a fundamental human right.

Tiffany & Earl
Making PC an emotionally stable
place one letter at a time
Dear Attached,
Breakups are always
hard
to
get
over,
especially when you've
wasted three years of
your life on a person
who didn't value your
relationship
enough
to at least attempt a long-distance
relationship. Your situation with your ex
falls under a special kind of breakup—
the forced, mutual split. Unfortunately
in these cases, there's always that "what
if" floating around in the back of your
mind—What if he was the one? What if
he hadn't accepted a job in a state that's
known for little else than utter lack of
civilization? The truth is, if he really was
the love of your life, he wouldn't have
left you for the land of the tumbleweed.
If he hasn't attempted to contact you
before now, he probably hasn't missed
you all that much. Tell him to take a hike
back up the Oregon Trail, because he
doesn't deserve you. He's feeling nostalgic
for the old days, but you're attempting
to move on from a break up you didn't
really want or consent to, so feel free to
tell him off. If you don't want a one night
reunion to come between you and a new
boyfriend, tell your ex to get Ore-GONE.
That should give you both some closure.

Tiffany

This Week.
Alum Conundrum

Dear Tiffany and Earl,
With Alumni Weekend this weekend,
I have a bit of a dilemma. I dated this
guy for three years, and he graduated
last year. Because he was moving to
Oregon for a job and I'm still a senior,
we decided it would be best to break
up. I have a new boyfriend now, but my
alumni ex called me yesterday to tell me
he'd be back in town on Friday night. I
know if I see him again sparks will fly.
What should I do?

— Attached to an Alum

Dear A. A.,
Did you wake up feelin'
like P-Diddy this morning?
1 believe myself to be a
very outstanding betweenthe-line-reader,
so,
I
think somewhere in that
question you mentioned1that you have a new boyfriend...let me
ask you something: what does the word
boyfriend mean to you?
If you are as blonde as you sound,
you might not get the subtle stab at your
promiscuous ways, you skank. Urban
Dictionary defines boyfriend as "a great
guy who make you feel good bout urself... a
protector, and ur best friend." I don't know
if that means anything to you, but they also
say it could mean "a male that one allows to
regularly invade their pants." I don't really
know if I proved my point or yours here,
but either way, if you still believe you're in
the right, then you might find yourself on
a comer really soon, turning tricks for the
latest Lady Gaga single on iTunes.
It's sad, really. Why do you choose to side
with the Ke$has of our generation and not
the Beyonces? I think most respectable girls
would rather be someone's "Sweet Dream"
then some random person's "First Kiss,"
"Blah, Blah, Blah," "Take it Off," "Blow,"
"Dirty Picture," and "Tik Tok." Think about
it. You don't want to be anyone's Tik Tok.

Earl
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Tangents
Oscward. Anne Hathaway and James Franco hosted the Oscars this past weekend,
and while many thought that it would be genius to have two mainstream stars
hosting the movie industry's biggest event of the year, it turned out to be a huge
flop. The show started off with a funny, but predictable, spoof on each of the best
picture nominees, with Franco and Hathaway strategically placing themselves
in memorable scenes from each film. The opening sequence was entertaining,
but it was all downhill from there. Their jokes were flat, Franco did not look like
he wanted to be there, and their attempts at appealing to a younger generation
failed. Beyond the weak performances from Hathaway and Franco, the actual
awards at the show were completely predictable. We all knew that The King's
Speech, Natalie Portman, and Colin Firth would sweep their categories. It's sad
when the only things that people are talking about the next day are how Melissa
Leo dropped an F-bomb
during her speech and
how Christian Bale may
have forgotten his wife's
name. It was a great year
in movies, but this award
show did not do the
films any justice. Please,
Oscars, next year bring
back some spunk or at
least hosts who look like
they are meant to be there.
— Kaylee Miller '13

Shovel in Hand and
Dreaming of McVinney.
This year, as many PC
seniors do, I moved off campus. While the perks of having a house are great,
there are some definite downfalls. Sure, we don't have to worry about RAs,
room checks, or damage fees. But sometimes I miss my cozy cinderblock
cell in McVinney. Back in that high rise, the trash room was just down the
hall. I never had to vacuum or clean the bathroom. But less than a mile
away, I find myself a homeowner. I have to take the trash all the way out to
the curb. The bathroom gets dirty far quicker than it should, and it seems
as though the dishwasher is always full. I have gotten used to having to
do all these chores, but as if the weekly snowstorms weren't making life
difficult enough, my roommates and I have had to maintain the sidewalk,
front walk, and driveway. Since my dad and brother have always shoveled
my driveway back home, I will shamefully admit that this is the first winter
I have ever shoveled snow. Keeping the walkways free of ice has been a
futile task. It's not that I don't love the independence of living off campus,
but sometimes I wish I was still an underclassman living in a dorm where
much of the wintry maintenence was taken care of for me. Enjoy it while
you can, Friar babies, because once you cross Eaton and Huxley, it's not all
shoveled sidewalks and salted ground any more. — Ally Pelle '11

Imagination Realization. The imagination is powerful, yet fragile. It has the
ability to sculpt the world around us and define us. Man without imagination
confines himself to the narrow existence of immediate senses. He denies his
yearning to plunge deeper, leaving a bottomless void. Through all of this,
he forfeits his character for shallow things. Popular culture is a vacuum. It
drains the person of all his or her originality to inject its watery and insipid
substance. Allow what is within you to spew out and evaporate on the hot
pavement of popular culture. Popular culture and its "things" have no
weight. We have become obsessed with things: cars, cellphones, clothes, TV.
With the advent of video games, the computer, and the Internet, there has
been a decline in the imagination. Such technologies do offer new avenues
for the creative mind. A few have taken advantage of it, but the majority has
simply plugged-in. We tether ourselves to plastic boxes and put on blinders,
thus narrowing our views and our imaginations. We have been inundated
and intoxicated with things outside of us. We have become, against our very
nature, men of the world. We are created in the image and likeness of God,
to fulfill specific tasks in our mortal lives. Do not spend this precious time
entangled in the wires of modern entertainment. Do not read Civ to finish
it. Rather, allow it to act on you. Allow it to plant a seed of creation, a new
video game, Web site, or a new story. What ever it may be, let it be your own
and let it be for God. — Tommy Cody '13
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Tirades
All-Nighters Are All Day
Affairs.
Never
before
college have I seriously
tested the boundaries of
how many hours of sleep
my body needs. But lately,
I've pushed these boundaries
to the limit —and ended up
looking and feeling like a
wreck. I know that many of us
pull "all-nighters" to write a paper
or do other work, but fortunately I
haven't had to go that far—yet. But
even going to sleep early in the morning
instead of late at night is enormously detrimental to physical and mental
functioning the following day. We all know this. What I've recently
discovered is how many hours of sleep you get doesn't matter as much
as when you fall asleep. Staying up late a few weeks ago to write a paper,
I figured that if I got to sleep at 4 a.m. and woke up at 10 a.m., I'd be
just fine the next day. But I wasn't—not only because six hours of sleep
isn't enough, but because I fell asleep too late. It's actually surprisingly
important when you decide to get the requisite eight hours of sleep (do I
ever get that many?). Unfortunately, our bodies aren't always as adaptable
and flexible to our routines as we would like them to be, which I often find
to be beyond frustrating. We have to give our bodies a break and realize
that if we abuse them through sleep deprivation, they will complain in the
morning and make sure we know it. In other words, plan ahead and get
some sleep, or be prepared to face the consequences! — Beatriz Forster '14

Dearest Mother Nature, You've been really good to me these past 19 years;
I don't think I can really complain. You've brought in some blue skies, some
rainbows, some double rainbows, and a whole lot of sunshine. But really,
you've been starting to scare me lately. I mean, we used to be able to count
on cold winters and hot summers—keeping a consistent seasonal wardrobe.
Now, you're messing everything up. Stop making it 50 degrees one February
day and in the teens the next. Don't taunt me with being able to go and play
catch on the quad one day and snatch it away with snow the next. Seriously,
just make up your mind. And what is the deal with all the birds and fish
dying? Really; the whole nurturing look is much better than this intemperate
nonsense you're trying out. Frankly, you're giving everyone quite the fright,
and all I keep hearing is something about an apoca-something. I don't know
what that means, but it sounds scary. Mother Nature, just do us all a favor
and hurry up with the April showers, the May flowers, and the June bugs. My
picnic blanket is feeling
awfully dejected stored
away in the closet and
we're running out of
road
salt.
Sincerely,
Frustrated New Englander.
—Matt Santos '14

Festivus
For
The
Friars! Frank Costanza
didn't
invent
Irish
Festivus. In fact, I'm
not sure there is such
a holiday. But I would
imagine that if there
were an Irish Festivus,
it would be a day full of
festivities that closely
resemble those of St.
Patrick's Day (with a
traditional
Festivus
pole, of course). It
seems that this year,
the PC community will
not be together on St.
Patrick's Day, as it falls
during Spring Break
something I'm sure
the administration is
deeply saddened by and did not plan intentionally. But alas! In order
to make everyone on campus happy, I am going to take this time to
abuse my privileges as a Commentary writer for The Cowl to announce
an unofficial National Holiday. Since this spring, we will not have the
chance to celebrate Irish heritage with our fellow Friars over some corned
beef, cabbage, and non-alcoholic beverages, I declare Thursday, March
10, 2011, exactly one week before St. Patrick's Day, to be the first ever
Providence College Irish Festivus celebration. So break out your Kelly
green attire and O'Douls and get ready to do Irish Festivus, Friar style.
Because when St. Patrick's Day falls the week of Spring Break, here at PC,
it's Festivus for the rest of us! — Kerry Vaughan '12
photo courtesy of sfexaminer.com
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Middle Eastern Leadership
Too Old, Losing Touch
by Ewen Finser '12
Commentary Staff
POLITICS

Authoritarian leaders fail to
appreciate the true significance of the
pro-democracy protests sweeping
across the nation. These dictatorial
regimes have shown the world
multiple meanings for the word
"delusional." From the scheming
of King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia
to the downright peculiar ravings
of Libya's Gaddafi, the leadership
of much of the Middle East is being
re-introduced to the definition of
"people power." The leadership of
many of these countries is out of
touch generationally, socially, and
politically in the 21st century.
Desperate to stave off following
the fates of Egypt and Tunisia,
the
remaining
authoritarian
governments have attempted to

-<
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divorced from reality in one sense,
Muammar Gaddafi is out of touch
in a literal sense as well. In a fit of
anger at the uprising in his country,
he recently stated, "It will start from
tonight and tomorrow. I haven't
given the order to use shooting
yet. When the order to use force
comes we will be ready. After that,
everything will be burnt." Having
lost control of Libyan military and
police forces, Gaddafi has resorted
to hiring trained mercenaries from
Africa to instigate violence. So far,
the use of anti-aircraft weapons has
resulted in the deaths of hundreds
of innocent citizens attending
prayer at a mosque.
While claiming to be the defender
of the people, Gaddafi also manages
to threaten the people with violence
and destruction. In one speech, he
blamed drug-crazed teenagers, Al
Qaeda, and Western imperialists
for the unrest in Libya. He even
managed to use quotes from a

THESE DICTATORS WOULD FIT RIGHT INTO
AN AMERICAN SENIOR CITIZEN’S HOME.

buy off their own people with cash
payments for each citizen. In Saudi
Arabia, the fear of unrest has led
the King to implement a 35 million
dollar social benefits package, as a
means to bribe away the peoples'
legitimate demands for democracy.
But this shows just how much these
regimes are under-estimating the
need for system-wide political
reform. While "flashing the cash" in
the face of the people is appealing in
the short term, addressing the issue
of finances has quickly become a
worn out trick. Like Egypt, many
of the countries currently facing
unrest also have been experiencing a
generational divide. These dictators
would fit right into an American
senior citizen's home. Young people
want more than bread and circuses,
they want tangible political and
social
reform.
As
technology,
social media, and globalization
connect young people around the
world, it becomes increasingly
difficult for citizens to settle for
tinkering economic reforms. Insular
traditional societies no longer
provide a defense against desires
for increased social and political
liberty.
While King Abdullah may be

pre-revolutionary
law
against
dissidence, which he abolished
decades ago. His recent public
statements have more in common
with the ravings of a senile mental
patient than with any semblance
of reality. Like a grandpa who still
thinks he is fighting in World War
Two, Gaddafi has truly lost his
marbles.
From Bahrain to Yemen, and
from Libya to Saudi Arabia, a
seismic shift is underway. While
some countries, like Saudi Arabia,
appear more stable than others, the
demand for increased democracy
is contagious and will spread in a
matter of time. Standing in its way
is a bunch of deluded old men who
had it lucky for too long. They are
unable to recognize the need for
democratic reform. In the Middle
East, democracy is coming. To
quote Bob Dylan, "There's a battle
outside and its ragin', It will soon
shake your windows, and rattle
your walls, For the times, they are
a changin'."

Senior Defends BHM After
Freshman Questions It
by Jordan Frias '11
Guest Commentary
RESPONSE

As a news writer for The Cowl, I don't
usually feel the need to comment or
critique the writings of my peers. After
reading Beatriz Forster's article on
Black History Month, however, I could
not help but publicly comment on her
misunderstandings and borderline
offensive claims. Yes, it would be
great to Eve in an ideal world where
every month celebrated every race and
nationality, but unfortunately, we do
not live in that world. While Forster
challenges us to be more respectful
and observant of other cultures and
races, the reality is that it's never going
to happen. Since we Eve in a world
that is filled with
closed-minded
people (even I can
be one at times),
celebrations
like
Black
History
Month
must
continue to be
observed in our
country or else we
wiU cause much
more damage in
our society than is
already present.
Although
I
am a member of
BMSA and am
Latino, I don't
want anyone to
assume that I am
ultra sensitive to
issues concerning
race, which is the
common reaction
minorities receive
when they speak about issues like this.
I do not want to be seen as defensive;
I just want the college community to
understand how small comments like
this can come off as being offensive.
So here it goes:
The first thing that bothered me
about Forster's article was the fact
that she referred to Black History
Month as a month set aside "to honor
an ethnicity." Black history is the
history of a race, not an ethnicity. If it
was called African American History
Month then Forster would be right;
however, black refers to many types of
people, including Latinos who define
themselves as black, Europeans that
are black, etc. She then asks why we
don't observe a Caucasian History
Month if we honor a Black History
Month. Last time I checked, every
month was Caucasian History Month
especially since they are the majority

in this nation and we continue to
have their history shoved down our
throats in both high school and college
classes. Don't get me wrong. I've had
some enjoyable moments in my DWC
classes and have loved some of my
English Lit classes, but I feel that the
accomplishments of people defined
as "the other" seems to just fall by the
wayside in academia.
To comment on Forster's assessment
of Black History Month, I want to
reassure you that Black History Month
does not exclude whites from its
observance. As one of my professors
told me at PC, Black History also
celebrates those that helped blacks gain
liberty and respect, including white
publishers who helped black writers
voice their opinions during the Harlem
Renaissance, and white abolitionists
who provided shelter for those
traveling through the Underground
Railroad.
Besides
this
point,
Black
History Month,
along with other
cultural months,
should not be
erased
from
our calendars.
As Forster said,
blacks make up
only 13 percent
of our overall
population,
according to the
Census Bureau.
This
means
they have little
representation
and are most
likely
to
be
forgotten
historically.
Blacks
have
contributed to
our country and our world and this
must be observed by us and by future
generations. If we do not dedicate this
month to blacks, we will only prolong
the negative stereotypes of black
people and, dare I say, allow racism
to continue and flourish. While some
do celebrate this month in an artificial
way, others believe that it serves a
purpose and is a constant reminder of
progression in this country.
Despite the fact that we as a nation
overlook other celebratory months
like Hispanic Heritage Month in
September, Black History Month
serves its purpose because everyone
can look back to their elementary
school classes and recall a time in
February when they learned all about
Jackie Robinson and Harriet Tubman
which in itself is enough to argue that
Black History Month should stay a
part of our calendar.
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Have something to say about drinking at PC?

We want to hear it!
Send your thoughts to
thecowl@providence.edu
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Letter to the Editor
Horizons Retreat Leaves Freshman Moved
The first run of the Horizons diversity retreat, held at the outset of October,
would be my third consecutive retreat, and I admit to feeling weary of once again
packing the same two-day supplies of clothing, toiletries, and bed sheets, and
loading onto a big, yellow school bus in the early hours of the morning for an
hour-long drive to a wooded, secluded camp.
But the continuity ended there.
While the Transformation and Connections retreats addressed general
obstacles faced by first-semester freshmen, including (but certainly not limited
to) meeting higher academic standards, finding a sense of belonging, and
familiarizing with Providence College enough to call it "home," Horizons
provided a very rare glimpse into issues not as openly spoken of because of their
sheer emotional weight and harsh reality that many would rather not face: I am
referring to discrimination, prejudice, hate, and injustice.
Personal histories that distinguish our otherwise common human condition
were present in the beginning, marked by our consistent losing of one game in
particular. The task was to count to twenty-two (for the total number of people),
with every person counting one number aloud once whenever he/she felt the
time was right. The game was lost if two people spoke at the same time. We
played the game throughout the day and into the night, each time listening to
one other and ourselves more, inching closer to winning but ultimately losing.
Our schedule alternated between icebreaker games and teambuilding activities,
as well as guided discussions and open dialogue. The opportunity to speak
one's mind without inhibition, without fear of inappropriate reactions, rarely
presents itself in today's world; even more rarely is it pursued to the fullest extent
when available. Such barriers vanished at Camp Fuller that weekend. Finally, I
felt I could share my experiences of discrimination and fears of being judged
by appearances or beliefs and found reflections of myself in the heartbreaking
stories of others.
Too many times my eyes brimmed with suppressed tears and my hands
shook with seething fury, sitting beside those in similar states of mind. To anyone
claiming that such issues do not exist: I call upon you to ask and listen to these
vividly real memories such as those that were fully brought to light that day; I
dare you to look into the eyes of someone treated with suspicion, fear, or hate
based on their race, religion, sexual orientation, or any differing trait, rather
than by their character as it ought to be, and I challenge you not to blink and
uncomfortably look away; I encourage you to do everything within your sphere
of influence to put a much-needed end to any and all behaviors that separate us
human beings from one other, that weaken the bonds of our familial oneness.
I applaud and deeply respect my fellow "Baby Blue" freshmen and "Red
Robin" upperclassmen mentors (nicknames given based on the colors of our
retreat shirts) for their bravery in sharing so much of everyday occurrences to
longstanding fears. I will remember each of you and honor your pain as I carry
your stories close to my heart, as a reminder for myself to embody acceptance
and peace, to continue spreading knowledge and truth, and to never forget that
I stand for too much to be taken down by anything.
Midnight struck without our notice as we sat on benches encircling a bonfire,
sharing laughs, conversations, and s'mores. Under the pure light of the moon
and stars, we played the game one more time and, without fail, we won.
— Saadia Ahmad '14

Feds Don't Care, So Plan Your Own Parenthood
by Jayo Miko Macasaquit '11
Commentary Staff
POLITICS

Friends, at this very moment, a man
and a woman, or a woman and a woman,
or a man and a man, or a woman and
multiple men, or a man and multiple
women, or all other combinations not
previously mentioned, are having
sex. They're in the privacy of their
own homes, or in the woods, or some
parking lot. Regardless of where they
are doing it, they are doing it without
your permission, and without concern
for your approval or moral judgment.
If they're educated, then they are
using condoms. They may know to
do this because they were taught to
do this in a school that allowed it, or
they may know to do this because,
among the millions of Americans that
Planned Parenthood has reached, they
know better. Because they're using
condoms, they're helping to prevent
a whole host of sexually transmitted
infections. Because they're using
condoms,
provided by Planned
Parenthood to millions of youth and
other Americans yearly, they are
preventing
unwanted
pregnancy.
More importantly, because they're

using condoms and the education that
Planned Parenthood provides them,
they won't need to get abortions.
It is your choice if you do not wish
to have sex until you are married. It
is the choice of others to have sex
before it. Have you already forgotten
that you're politically and morally
opposed to allowing some to marry?
Will unrepentant homosexuals ever
get to experience the joy of amazing
sex? Your belief in what sex should
be does not necessarily reflect their
point of view, and you should be

sex anyway, right? Their unwanted
pregnancies should be met with
the punishment of bearing a child,
right? Let's just ignore the fact that
countless research deems abstinenceonly education as not only ineffective,
but possibly far more harmful, or
that those promise rings are promises
more easily broken. Let's ignore the
fact that the pregnancy scares might
just be lessons in themselves, and
that women don't just casually go
around getting abortions like a dental
checkup. Better yet, let's ignore the

BUT IF THEY’RE GOING TO HAVE SEX.
THEN THAT’S WHAT THEY GET, RIGHT?
okay with this. Planned Parenthood
is. They acknowledge the fact
that people are having sex, and as
responsible, compassionate human
beings, they take it upon themselves
to educate people. Their very
purpose is prevention of harmful
disease, so that they don't spread.
There is a safe, responsible way to
have sex, and it's possible with the
help of Planned Parenthood.
But if they're going to have sex,
then that's what they get, right? Them
AIDS-infested,
non-contributing
zeroes deserve their disease because
they weren't supposed to be having

most important factor of this debate.
While some rejoice at the proposed
defunding of the abortion-provider,
let's all ignore the fact that the already
existing Hyde Amendment expressly
prohibits the use of federal funding
towards abortions.
The reality of the situation is that
the Republicans we put into power
don't care about us. They make these
decisions under the guise of moral
reasoning. They're making a number
of controversial decisions under the
guise "reducing the deficit." While
many were previously outraged that
the government is funding "a culture of

death," their outrage does not stretch
to the culture of death oversees in the
wars we continue to fight. Where is the
outrage at the fact that this fiscal year's
proposed defense budget is at an all
time-high, making the $75 million that
Planned Parenthood was denied look
relatively miniscule.
In the year 2008-2009, abortions
services accounted for only 3 percent
of the number of services offered
by Planned Parenthood. To defund
roughly a third of their funds required
to run their services, then, is not only
misdirected, but also unwarranted.
I understand the arguments of
the growing number of pro-life
individuals we have on campus, and in
our country. But this is not, and should
not be a pro-life/pro-choice debate. As
activists, the stands we take should
not be to the detriment of others. I
believe by supporting the cowardly
Republicans we have put into office in
their clearly misled view is a pied-piper
situation on a global scale. You did not
support defunding abortions, friends,
for your money was never being used
for that. You supported defunding
sex education, sexual health-services,
STD screenings and treatment, cancer
screening and prevention, among
other services. Well done.
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THINK

DON'T BINGE DRINK
Among 18 to 24-year-olds in the United States,
injuries are the leading cause of death, and
alcohol is the leading contributor, being a
factor in more than 5,000 deaths in that age
group each year. To place that number in
perspective, it exceeds the total number of U.S.
*National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, Division of Epidemiology and
soldiers
who5635
have
in 2077,
theBethesda,
war in
Iraq.*
Prevention Research,
Fishersdied
Lane, Room
Maryland
20892-9304
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&

Entertainment

by Corey Plante '11
A&E Staff
Mournful piano chords begin to
strike just before the camera fades in
from black, zooming out as it rotates
around first a black pupil and then a
hazel iris. As the sorrowful strings give
one dreary note, the lightly freckled
face of a young girl appears. She's
lying in the grass with a vacant
and
almost
peaceful
expression.
And
as the camera
pans out just
a little bit
more, we see
the blood on
her lips and
chin. A figure
on fire stumbles
and
writhes
in
the
background.
Everything is moving
backwards through time
in a world that has fallen into
violence and chaos,
recently released trailer for
| Thus begins
the upcoming video game entitled Dead Island. If
you're now assuming that the premise of the game
is zombies running amok on a tropical island, then
I give you permission to do so. Published by Deep
Silver and developed by Techland, Dead Island is
rather innovative in that it takes itself-and especially
zombies - rather seriously. Through the trailer, we
see a man, a woman, and their daughter visiting
the fictional island of Banoi in Papua, New Guinea,
when their dream vacation becomes a nightmare.
The initial image of the girl lying in the grass - the
daughter - is thrown into reverse as she flies into
the air five stories up and back into a window
she was thrown out of. The shot continues
to reverse, and interspersed throughout are
brief cuts of the real-time action that led to
l
this moment: the same little girl is running
\
desperately through a darkened hallway,
%
pursued by perhaps a dozen undead. The
two scenes are juxtaposed back and forth
Wk
until we are brought to

the single, poignant, and emotionally climactic
moment somewhere in the middle. I’he entire effect
is haunting and tragic, inciting many to say that the
Dead Island trailer is better than any film trailer you'll
see this year. And I have to say, I agree.
What's perhaps most refreshing about this
upcoming game is that realism was a main focus in
production. There are no shotguns casually left lying
around, no military-grade assault rifles tucked away
in a random custodian's locker. As a guest at the
Royal Palms Resort, the player awakens after a night
of partying and is limited to nothing but their wits
and the practical weapons they might find: a stray
tennis racket, an emergency axe, or a random baseball
bat. There are options for weapon customization and
RPG-grade character development in the game, but
Banoi is realistically short on heavy weaponry and
military troops.
But why would a dash of realism be innovative?
For decades, zombies have been used in a multitude
of different mediums as exaggerated metaphors for
the mindless* consumer or even more mindlessly
as a means to make just another awful blood and J
guts fest. Even some* of my personal favorites,
like Shaun of the Dead or Zombieland, are wicked,
fun, but make light of the zombie epidemic. And
in video games such as the Left 4 Dead or Dead
Rising series, you play as generic people who
are given an unlimited supply of weaponry and
ammunition to combat the equally infinite number
of zombie hordes. Especially in the world of Left
4 Dead, where stockpiles of unlimited ammo are
as common as mutated zombies that look like
either Hellboy or Gollum, it's hard to ever get that
frightened. As much fun as these examples are,
there is a terrible shortage of undead flicks and
games that give the zombie epidemic the gravity
and realism that it deserves. 28 Days Later is a
prime example of zombies done right, where there
are no punch lines. There's only the sound of the
kitchen window being shattered. Dead Island looks
like it might offer that same kind of terror without
the tacky and campy tone that is all too common. If
the emotionally engaging trailer is any indication
for how the story might actually play out, then get
dead excited (that's right, 1 made that pun!) for
Dead Island's release sometime later this year.
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RADIOHEAD'S REVIVAL
The King of Limbs Meets Mixed Reviews
by Tim Morris '14
A&E Staff

Radiohead
has
been
around
since 1985, but in many ways the
band continues to be a trailblazer in
alternative rock. Their music has a
rare timelessness. "Creep," the band's
first single, debuted in 1992 and was
recently selected as the theme song
for the trailer of The Social Network.
Through the years, Radiohead has
continued to enjoy success with such
records as OK Computer (1997)—
on which the famous singles "No
Surprises"
and
"Electioneering"
appear —and Kid A (2000).
In 2007, Radiohead made a
statement by breaking away from
their label (EMI) and independently
releasing In Rainbows, their seventh
album. Front man Thom Yorke,
noticing that the music industry was
falling into disrepair, did something
rather selfless: he and his bandmates
gave listeners the option to download
In Rainbows from their Web site for
however much they wanted to pay—
even if they wanted to pay zilch. This
radical marketing strategy generated a
lot of hype, but the quality of the album
didn't play second fiddle. In Rainbows
quickly reached the top spot on the
Billboard 200 and received a Grammy
Award for Best Alternative Music
Album of 2009. The product was a
testament to the band's creative genius,
showcasing wildly diverse songs like
the upbeat "15 Step," the otherworldly

"Weird Fishes/Arpeggi," and even the
borderline suicidal "Videotape."
Once again, Radiohead has displayed
their nonconformity through the
unexpected release of The King of Limbs.
The band publicized the existence of
this album on Feb. 14 and then made it
available for download four days later,
a day before the anticipated release date
of Feb. 19. Unlike In Rainbows, though,
The King of Limbs is not without cost: the
previously broke Radiohead fan is going
to have to dig around in his pockets
for $9 if he wants an MP3 download.
This price might seem a little unfair,
especially since the listener is paying
for Radiohead's shortest album yet—it
plays for 37 minutes over eight tracks.
Of course, one could always scour the
Internet for a "free" download, but that's
unheard of...
Regarding quality, the average
audiophile might find The King Of
Limbs to be dull in comparison to
its predecessor. It is easy to find
differences between the songs of In
Rainbows; however, on first listen,
the tracks on The King of Limbs seem
to blend together. They are slow
paced-leaving the impression of
a much longer album —and rely
heavily on instrumental loops.
Thom Yorke also seems to restrict
the range of his voice: for six of
the eight tracks, his whining is
enhanced by an echoing effect that
makes one wonder if he is even
speaking English.
Note well that this is a common

reaction for
the
average
audiophile.
The King of
Limbs is an
acquired
taste and one
can start to
develop
an
appreciation
for the album
by
first
watching the
music video
for
"Lotus
Flower."
Here,
the
focus is entirely
on Thom Yorke
as he dances—
yes, dances—
in sync with
the percussiondriven, bass
heavy rhythm
of this time. His movements are unusual,
and he even appears to be convulsing
at times, but it's impossible to look
away. After "Lotus Flower" has been
digested, the listener can move on to the
rest of the album. In "Little by Little," a
soft guitar rhythm seems to continually
build without ever reaching a climactic
explosion. Yorke syncs his voice with
the guitar as drummer Phil Selway
provides a clattering percussion
effect that calls to mind the sound of
a tambourine. "Codex" is the perfect
song to fall asleep to with its crawling

piano chords and the blaring of a
solitary horn. The King of Limbs ends on
a positive note with "Separator." The
sparkling twang of a guitar comes in at
2:32 and breaks the gloom that pervades
much of the album. The remaining
four songs—"Bloom," "Morning Mr.
Magpie," "Feral," and "Give Up the
Ghost"—are mood-driven gems in and
of themselves. Don't expect to rock out
to The King of Limbs, but add it to your
"rainy day" playlist.
Grade: B

FACE Off SyFy Gets Real
by Jorge Lucas '12
A&E Staff

With life-like computer-generated
imagery (CGI) effects becoming
increasingly pervasive in film, it is
easy to take for granted the oftentimes
invisible, yet very physical, craft
of movie makeup. The tasks that
preoccupy makeup artists are by no
means small feats, and can include the
challenges of aging actors by 50 years to
transforming them into extraterrestrial
monsters. Though CGI in such cases
may be cheaper and even less limiting,
the art of makeup adds strikingly
visceral realism where special effects
feel abstract and distancing.
This is the subject of the newest
reality show on television. Developed
by SyFy, Face Off follows 12
contestants as they compete in special
effects makeup artistry for the grand
prize of $100,000, a year's supply of
makeup, and a surprise opportunity
to launch their career. The show's
structure, closely resembling that of
Project Runway and Top Chef, could
have ended up seeming redundant
and tired in this TV landscape
cluttered with themed reality series.
But SyFy manages to make it their
own with their quirky brand geared
toward science fiction nerddom and
an original competitive focus.
The
contestants
themselves
contribute a fair share of quirkiness,
but the works they produce
certainly prove their qualifications.

Audiences will be surprised to see
just how much they can accomplish
in such a short amount of time. The
show's fast-paced editing and the
many obstacles the contestants
come up against are deceiving,
so that when the final products
are unveiled, the untrained eyed
may wonder what all the fussl
was about —these are beautiful!
monsters!
It is when the judges unleash!
their wrath that we realize justl
how flawed some of these works I
really are. However, the judges' I
criticisms, as harsh as they may be, |
never come across as gimmicky. I
There is no Simon Cowell or I
Gordon Ramsay employed to "
deliver a perfectly placed, scathing
zinger. These are bona fide,
opinionated professionals, including
Academy Award-winner Ve Neill,
makeup artist for Mrs. Doubtfire and
Pirates of the Caribbean.
There are some reality show tropes
that fall flat right from the get-go.
Actress McKenzie Westmore serves
as requisite-pretty-faced-well-spokenhost, but is otherwise quickly forgotten.
The only apparent qualification she
needs is her famed makeup artist
father, Michael Westmore.
The drama that arises
over rivalries feels
spread
thin

and, oftentimes, a little set up. But, still,
as a result, the audience finds itself
more interested in the actual artwork
than in certain characters. With a
show like Top Chef, it is difficult to
care all that much about dishes
that we cannot taste, so we tend
i to ally ourselves with particular
personalities. But here, anyone
can judge the final products,
so it is easier to root for the
piece that we truly think
deserves it—regardless of the
cocky, devious, or lovable artist
behind it.
SyFy's typical lineup of
I science fiction series and
I made-for-TV B-movies attracts
a very specific demographic,
but the addition of Face Off has
broadened its scope in a rather
creative manner. What makes the
use of special effects makeup so
intelligent is that every episode
touches upon a different, popular
genre, whether it be sci-fi, horror,
slasher,
zombie,
or
countless
others. Face Off is not perfect, but it
successfully engages the audience's
participation and imagination. For a
surprisingly addictive show, check
out Face Off on the SyFy channel
Wednesdays at 10:00 p.m.
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by Catherine Northington T2
A&E Editor

The Capital Grille
One Union Station
This week's Taste of the Town melds
your standard restaurant critique with a
simple social experiment: What happens
when you remove a Ramen-slurping,
G-Crust maiming slob of a college
student from her natural environment?
Lots of things. Some good, some
bad, and all delicious.
Last Wednesday, I begrudgingly
detached myself from some furious
Sporcle-ing to embark on an adventure
in fine dining. Casting aside the Hefneresque robe that adorns my frame for
days at a time as I slither groggily
around Davis, I crammed myself into
a dress that was, retrospectively, a
size too small (at least, that's what the
consequential rib pains would suggest).
Feeling like a
transvestite, I
clambered around Davis in unwieldy
girl-shoes,
anxiously
anticipating
a classy night out on the town. My
carriage ('96 Subaru) and prince (theatre
major) arrived at a quarter to seven, and
we were on our way to an evening of
sophistication (by osmosis, at least).
After
getting
thoroughly
lost—
despite the restaurant being directly
downtown-the hour was nigh. We
entered the restaurant just in time for
our 7:00 p.m. reservation, and were
greeted by its warm atmosphere,
invitingly draped in mahogany and lush
portraiture. If Scrooge McDuck owned
a restaurant, then it would definitely
look like this. The usher directed us to
a lovely table for two by the window.
He introduced himself with an air of
confident amiability and provided us

with several overwhelming menus,
including a "Captain's Menu," which
sounded so elegantly intimidating that
I feared to even touch it.
We were speedily served a basket of
freshly-baked bread to munch whilst
we examined the wine and beverage
menus, which boasted a seemingly
unlimited collection of domestics,
internationals, reds, whites, bubblies,
and beers—the works.
Each option on The Capital Grille's
dinner menu is as tantalizing as
the next. After some considerable
deliberation, we decided upon the
Prosciutto Wrapped Mozzarella with
Vine Ripe Tomatoes for our appetizer,
which featured fresh mozzarella
wrapped in tasty prosciutto, lightly
sauteed and served along with
crostini, fresh basil, and a balsamic
glaze. I don't even know what all of
that means, but it is absolutely as
delicious as it sounds—if not more so.
We enjoyed the appetizer at a leisurely
pace, breathing in the atmosphere of
sophistication, and trying to emanate
the same aura of confident belonging
that all the fat, rich people surrounding
us had so perfected.
After agonizing over the bountiful
entree options, I selected one of the
chef's specials, a Filet Mignon prepared
au jus over a freshly-cooked potato
pancake. The steak was exquisitely
prepared, boasting that tender, meltin-your-mouth sensation to which all
cows aspire. As tempted as I would
have been to splatter some ketchup
on the potato pancake, I refrained
and instead savored the immaculate
quality of each bite.
My companion opted for the Seared
Tenderloin with Butter Poached Lobster,
or as we plebeians prefer to call it, the
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"Surf'n'Turf." This
entree,
selected
from the "Chef's
Suggestions"
portion of the menu
(so you know it's
expensive), featured
a
seared
steak
tenderloin served
with fresh lobster,
cooked
slowly
in butter to bring
out its bold flavor
and
luxurious
tenderness.
Almost
as
impressive as the
food at The Capital
Grille
is
the
professionalism
and swiftness of
the food service.
Never were we
forced to wait
when we were
in need of refills
or
bread—our
buddy Tim was
always mere feet away, ready to re
fill our glasses or crack pepper on our
meals. When I returned from a mid-meal
visit to the ladies' room, my companion
commented in awe that only seconds
after I left the table, a server swooped
over and folded my napkin into the
shape of a seashell. Necessary? No.
Awesome? Yes.
The Capital Grille has a splendid
assortment
of
desserts
available
to cleanse the palate after a hearty
meal. I decided on the Classic Creme
Brulee, which was mind-blowingly
delicious (and fattening). My dining
partner sampled the Cheesecake with
Fresh Seasonal Berries, expressing

simultaneous enjoyment of the dish and
regret that he was too full to finish it.
Although The Capital Grille obviously
lacks the charms of our dear Raymond
Cafeteria (we all find ourselves dreaming
forlornly of "Frito Salad" every now
and then), The Capital Grille was an
outrageously satisfying way to cap an
evening downtown. Although we were
mystified by the frilly, formal customs
of the Grille's "regulars," and lacked the
refined grace of the tables surrounding
us, it was fun to catch a glimpse of how
the other half lives. Note: Apparently the
other half lives with the best food in the
world. And rock star treatment.

Editor vs. Editor
This Week: Favorite Musical Soundtrack
Catherine Northington
Favorite Musical Soundtrack: Sweeney Todd
Her Thoughts: I don't know where to begin,
because Sweeney Todd is so bloody fabulous.
Hahahaha...ha...haha...ha...sorry. I have a
creepy fascination with morbidity, a quality
which Sweeney Todd does not lack. This musical
also dispels the stereotype that all musical
theatre is fluff —it boasts authentic character
development and emotional depth. Sweeney
is turbulence, subtlety, danger, and sensuality
all wrapped up into one. The show's music is
beautifully composed —songs like "Johanna" are
romantic (in a non-nauseating way) and tracks
like "By The Sea" and "Pirelli's Miracle Elixir"
are comedic and exhilarating. The songs blend
together to create a violently emotional, yet
gorgeous, work of art.
Her Views of Sarah: I like a lot of musicals-even
the fluffy ones. I cannot, however, say the same for
Rent. Part of me says this based purely on the genre
of human being who is obsessed with Rent. There were
two years in high school where people wouldn't talk
about anything but Rent. I have seen it on stage (I was
offered a free ticket for last year's PPAC performance), so I can
personally attest to it being lame, and almost all of the musical
numbers being predictable and boring.

Sarah Dombroski
Favorite Musical Soundtrack: Rent
Her Thoughts: If you sang "Seasons of Love" in your
elementary school chorus, you understand the place I
am writing from. Through its lyrical mastery, the Rent
soundtrack has the ability to penetrate the innermost
core of humanity, a feat to be both admired and feared.
Not only is the play Rent phenomenal, but the movie
shares that genuine quality professed through song
on the silver screen. Rent makes musicals accessible
to a wide range of age groups, rather than throwing a
litany of repetitive, passionate show tunes in the faces of
unsuspecting Broadway luvRs. The passion of a couples'
quarrel, the coquetting hymns of flirtation, and the pain of
a lover lost, all lap over one another into a multi-layered plot
all the while providing the soundtrack to the lives of all. I
adore basically every song on the Rent soundtrack and have
been known to do duets to "Light My Candle"...
Her Views of Catherine: Let me say that the first time I saw
Sweeney Todd, I was eating pudding. After I got my wisdom
teeth out. While they were making meat pies out of human
flesh. To be honest, Sweeney Todd offended my spirit, my eyes, my
ears, and my admitted love of musical theatre. It was upsetting on
so many levels—and was, to simply put it, a disappointment. For
me, Sweeney Todd has a direct correlation to rainy days. Although
I'm aware this is about soundtracks, the fact that the movie was
simply dreadful didn't help the persuasive argument the music
was trying to make for the film.. .or the play.
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Fashion Week
for

Picks of the Week

Dummies
by Lauren Starr 'll
A&E Staff

On Feb. 9, Mercedes Benz Fashion
Week exploded into New York with
designers' fall 2011 collections. In
honor of this great week, I thought it
would be fun to give a short lesson
on the roots of this
legendary occasion
and how it came to be
the most triumphant
event in fashion.
Mercedes
Benz
Fashion Week comes
along
twice
each
year. Every winter,
typically in February,
designers introduce
their collections for
the upcoming fall,
and come September,
they usher in their
collections for spring.
The event was held for
many years in Bryant
Park, but has recently
moved to Lincoln
Center in New York to
accommodate more
shows and designers.
Each day, celebrities
pack the seats of the white tents to catch
a glimpse of the season's upcoming
trends. You will frequently see stars
such as Victoria Beckham, Gwyneth
Paltrow, and the Kardashians packing
the front rows of the larger shows.
So how did it all start? Fashion Week
can trace its roots back to 1914 during
World War I. France was the fashion capital
of the world, but its famous couture was
lost in a nation plagued by war. Desiring
to maintain fashion in America, and with
a lack of fashion inspiration imported
from France, America's Vogue Editor-inChief at the time, Edna Woolman Chase,
developed "Fashion Fete," a fashion
show specifically dedicated to American
designers. With a team of New York's
biggest socialites, Chase
set out to commission a
show limited exclusively
to American designers,
proving a large challenge
due to the few American
designers at the time.
Chase approached the most
famous merchants, such
as Bendel's and Bergdorf's,
and developed a charitybased show to assist the
French war effort. The show
in the Ritz Carlton hotel
may not have effectively
assisted the French, but it
did begin a craze for fashion
shows within the U.S.
A little less than 30
years later, in the midst
of WWII, New York
Fashion Week was born
in the states to showcase
American designers who,
though talented, were
still not as esteemed
or admired as their
counterparts in France.
In 1943, a publicist,
Eleanor Lambert, saw the
lack of French Couture,
caused by the war, as the
perfect opportunity to

boost American fashion. She started
what she called "Press Week," a semi
annual week for the press and buyers.
Lambert's aim was successful; she gave
American designers credibility.The
"Press Weeks" and their shows started
in New York hotels and later spread to
fashion schools such as Parsons and the
Fashion Institute
of
Technology.
Shows continued
to run all over the
city two weeks a
year up through
the 1980s.
Back in 1962,
Eleanor Lambert
also
formed
the CFDA, the
Council of Fashion
Designers
of
America. In 1993,
the CFDA decided
to concentrate all
the shows into
one
centralized
location.
Essentially, press
and buyers were
sick of running all
around from place
to place trying to catch all the biggest
shows. To resolve the issue, the CFDA
organized New York Fashion Week
and centralized it in Bryant Park. In
2010, the shows were moved to Lincoln
Center for space reasons.
Now we have Fall Fashion Week,
which ran this year from Feb. 9-17.
By the time you all read this article,
the week will be wrapped up, but
no worries, you can see all the
designers' collections on the official
Web site, www.mbfashionweek.
com.
Check out some of my favorites
including Derek Lam, Jill Stuart,
Luca Luca and Badgley Mischka!
Happy fashion browsing!
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by Alison DeNisco 'll
A&E Staff

Music
Everything in Transit
Jack's Mannequin
One of my favorite albums
of all time, Everything in Transit,
comes from one of our upcoming
Spring Concert performers, Jack's
Mannequin. The album represents
singer
Andrew
McMahon's
therapeutic side-project from his
first band, Something Corporate.
The great piano-laden alternative
rock tracks are laced with themes of
homecoming, California summers,
and subtle references to the leukemia
that he was diagnosed with just
before the album's release. Though
it's an album that does not require
you to skip any tracks, at least check
out "The Mixed Tape" and "Dark
Blue" before the show in April, and
prepare to be enlightened by the
genius of McMahon.

Movie
An Education
directed by Lone Scherfig
An Education tells the coming-ofage story of Jenny, a 16-year-old living
in 1960s England with plans to go to
Oxford University, until she becomes
romantically involved with David, a
charming older man. There is something
beautiful and haunting inherent to
this movie, with leading lady Carey
Mulligan evoking an Audrey Hepburnesque aura which you cannot help but
root for. Witty and intelligent dialogue
from screenwriter Nick Hornby also
adds to An Education's innocent charm.
And you can't argue with a 94 percent
"fresh" rating from Rotten Tomatoes.

Book
Microthrills
by Wendy Spero
I have recently been turned on to
a slew of hilarious, quirky memoirs
of the lives of female writers and
comedians and their adventures of
growing up in wacky families and
navigating the intricacies of life in
their twenties, thanks to my fabulous
roommate,
Liz.
Microthrills
is
comedian Wendy Spero's laugh-outloud reflections on her life, ranging
from growing up in Manhattan with
a sex therapist single mother to an
adult obsession with stuffed animals
(and placing them in compromising
positions around her apartment...
yes, there are pictures included)
to sprinkling pink glitter on her
boss' budget reports. Spero's voice
is extremely funny, neurotic, and
relatable, and reminds us how much
we are all surrounded by absurdity
and wonder.

microthrills
true stories from a lite of small highs

wendy spero
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Charlie Sheen Is
(Still) the Man
by Ryan Waxon T2
A&E Staff

Sheen's Words of Wisdom
"I am on a drug. It's called Charlie Sheen. It's not available.
If you try it once, you will die. Your face will melt off and
your children will weep over your exploded body."
"I'm different. I have a different constitution, I have
a different brain, I have a different heart. I got tiger
blood, man. Dying's for fools, dying's for amateurs."

"You borrow my brain for five seconds and just be like
dude, can't handle it, unplug this bastard. It fires in a
way that is, I don't know, maybe not from this terrestrial
realm. When you've got tiger blood and Adonis DNA,
it's like, get with the program, dude."

"I have a 10,000-year-old brain and the boogers of a
seven-year-old.That's how I describe myself."

"I'm tired of pretending like I'm not special. I'm tired
of pretending like I'm not bitching, a total frickin' rock
star from Mars. People can't figure me out, they can't
process me. I don't expect them to. You can't process
me with a normal brain."

I am a fan of Charlie Sheen. His movie
career speaks for itself, and his work on Two
and a Half Men remains the only funny thing
on the otherwise terrible sitcom. While his
accomplishments are notable, what I really
want to talk about is Charlie Sheen the person,
not Charlie Sheen the actor. Perhaps I should
refer to him by his birth name Carlos Estevez,
but that may seem anti-immigrant. It might
be best to stick to the name that made him
famous.. .Charlie.
Charlie Sheen is given more time on the news
than the current unrest in Libya. His outlandish
comments on various radio shows have become
the stuff of legend. The man even rehashed
his old 9/11 conspiracy theories on the Adam
Jones radio show and has been writing letters to
the Obama administration on how to properly
change the government. Charlie is "winning"
as he likes to say, and there appears to be no
stopping him.
My boy Charlie has been blessed with
supernatural brainpower that allows for him
to accomplish anything. He kicked an alcohol
and cocaine addiction in a weekend, not even
Nick Nolte or Tom Cruise could accomplish
such an amazing feat in such little time. On top
of that, he has picked up two live-in pom star
girlfriends whom he refers to as his goddessesthe dude is living the dream. He definitely is
the "rock star from Mars" that he claims to be.
Charlie Sheen cured his addictions by
"closing his eyes and making it so," similar to
the way in which I beat mono back in '04 and
Nyquil in '09. As much as I loved those trippy
Dextromethrophan-induced dreams, I was
similarly able to cure myself with my mind.
Perhaps our similar brain disposition makes
me inclined to defend a man I consider to be

something of a brother...I also agree with his
statement that Thomas Jefferson was a "pussy."
I dream of a day in which I'm Charlie's young
curious neighbor and I'll get to go over to his
house on Tuesdays to be mentored in the ways
of Sheen. Kind of like a cross between Tuesdays
with Morrie and The Great Gatsby, I will attempt
to keep his dream alive.
People are quick to criticize Mr. Sheen for
his "wild behavior," but I say he's acting no
differently than your average college student
during a visiting weekend to Arizona State.
The dude loves to party and even more so he
loves women. Sure he shot one, put a knife to
the throat of another, and most recently was
shoved naked into a closet by a female pom star
friend, but that's all said and done. The man has
changed and his life is in order, remember his
brainpower is on a different level than the rest
of us. We can't understand how he operates and
thus we shouldn't even try.
Will Charlie Sheen die? Yes, eventually, but it
won't come at the hands of a cocaine overdose or
a drunk driving accident. It will most likely be
in some sort of final blaze of glory. He'll hijack
a bus, fill it with his favorite porn stars and
enough cocaine for a cross-country roadtrip,
pull up to the front steps of the White House
holding a bottle of Jack and declare "I DID IT
MY WAY" as he is gunned down by the Secret
Service. It will be the crowning achievement in a
life filled with dream-like absurdity.
Charlie's life is his own and that is all he is
trying to say. Sure, at times when he is trying
to get his point across he sounds like a heroinaddicted jazz musician from Harlem, but that's
just how the cat rolls. People need to stop
focusing on Charlie Sheen and just leave him
alone. He is an extremely "different" person, not
a cookie-cutter product being pumped out by
corporate advertisers. Charlie Sheen is Charlie
Sheen and it will always be that way.

The Indian Wants the Bronx
PC Students On Stage at The Perishable
by Catherine Northington '12
A&E Editor

Next
weekend,
three
PC
students —a new acting troupe
known as The Deadbeats-will be
taking the stage at The Perishable
Theatre to perform their unique
adaptation of playwright Israel
Horowitz's work, The Indian Wants
the Bronx. The performance, staged
in one act, is directed by John Kalife
'11, who in recent years has directed
shows featuring PC students such
as Glengarry Glen Ross, Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof, and 12 Angry Men.
The Indian Wants the Bronx is
the tale of an Indian man waiting
for a bus on Fifth Avenue on his
first day living in New York City,
and his ensuing encounter with
two thugs, Joey (Cam Durant 'll)
and Murph (Kalife). Ryan Keenan
'13 will take the stage as Gupta,
the
Indian
protagonist
whose
language barriers prevent him from
expressing feelings of isolation
within the urban sprawl. Likewise,
the thugs struggle to express their
feelings of isolation, causing the
parties' mutual pains to boil over
into violence.
Says Horowitz, "This is, quite

simply, a play about
communication."
According
to
Kalife,
"Horowitz's
play is crude and
blunt and explosive.
The characters are
desperate
to
be
heard, but nobody
will
listen.
Some
nights, people will
leave laughing, other
nights; we will bring
them right down."
The
Deadbeats'
mission, however, is
to put on the show for
exactly what it is: a
probing examination
of the human psyche
which
delves
into
controversial themes
of cultural boundaries
and alienation.
The
play
introduces
a
number of evocative
themes
relating
to
loneliness,
misunderstanding,
and
common
stereotypes.
Each
of the three main

characters has a unique story,
instilling the play with emotional
depth, and occasionally adopting
a comic spin even in the characters'
darkest hours.
What is truly stunning about
the
adaptation is the
actors'
dedication to the quality of their
final product. The three have
worked together before, and the
fluidity of the show attests to their
collective stage experience. For
instance, protagonist Gupta's lines
are entirely in Hindi —a task which
Keenan has been preparing for over
the past several months.

With
a
runtime
of
approximately one hour,
The Indian Wants the Bronx
will be performed at The
Perishable Theatre, located
downtown at 95 Empire
Street. The show runs at
7:30 p.m. on March 10-12.
Tickets cost $5 at the door.
For more information call
(774)-930-3506.

PHOTOGRAPHY
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SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

ABOVE:
On the evening of Wednesday, Feb. 16th, Campus Ministry hosted
for the first time a Prayer Vigil for Peace, inviting all Catholic and
non-Catholic members of the community to unite and pray
together for the fulfillment of our human need for peace.

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THECOWL

ABOVE:
Members of the Special Olympics played basketball in
Peterson last Saturday.

BELOW:
Providence Women's Basketball played UConn on Feb. 10th.
Unfortunately, Providence lost.

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/THE COWL

Compiled by
Billy Nawrocki '12 &
Dan Nieto '11

RUTH DONAGHEY ’13/ THE COWL

ABOVE:
A student performs at the Birthday Coffeehouse, sponsored by
BOP, in McPhail's last Tuesday night.
BELOW:
Asian American Club took a trip on Feb. 19th to Boston to eat
Dim Sum!

RUTH DONAGHEY ’13/THE COWL

"The Kirk's Speech"
by Bridget Reed '12
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ADVERTISEMENT

Erin Student Living
A legacy of college homes where friendships are made for life

✓ Looking to move?

✓ Need a safer house?
✓ Ready for a change?

Nicer neighborhood?

✓ Better service from
the owner?

Limerick ~ 29 Huxley Avenue
• 8 large bedrooms • off-street parking for 8 cars • security system
• 3 full baths
• 1 block from PC campus
• front porch/back deck

Call Stan Kizlinski today @ 401-316-8457 to learn about
a unique opportunity to live in one of the houses with the
Irish names for the 2011-2012 school year.

ErinStudentLiving.com
Stan Kizlinski, Owner/Manager 24/7, “My personal reputation at PC is your assurance of satisfaction.”
Registered, Providence College Off-Campus Housing Office
401-316-8457 • skizlinski@cox.net
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www.bigtonijspizzari.com
525 Eaton Street, Providence, RI
Visit our facebook at BIG TONY RI
PC CARD ACCEPTED

Handtossed, Brick Oven, NY Style Thin Crust Pizza

Portfolio
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Healers:

The Resistance Speaks
by Keely Mohin '14
Portfolio Staff

____________ Fiction
I let the truth sink in. Grady was
the Prime Minister's son. Grady was
breaking the Feeling Reforms. Grady
knew secrets I could only dream were
possible. I was not alone. I felt caught
between laughter and tears. I settled
for a mixture of both.
"Pull yourself together!" Grady
snapped. "The sun's rising and the
last thing we need is Prime Minister
Braden's son sitting in a tree with a
crying Healer. Come on." Grady glided
gently to the ground and began walking
quickly along the river to the North.
"Grady! I have to go home! My
parents will wonder where I am."
Grady glanced behind at me for a
moment, and kept walking.
"I wouldn't worry if I were you,"
he said, almost cockily. I narrowed my
eyes and trudged after him.
He led us down a dirt path, amidst
green pastures and long, strolling fields
of com. The sun began to rise higher
and higher into the sky, and small
beads of perspiration rolled down my
face and back. I grew frustrated and
lethargic and, upon recognizing such
emotions, felt a wonderful feeling of
excitement and awe. Feeling existed
for our kind. Feeling meant something,
even in the most trite, small ways.
Soon we came to a dead end among
marshy rocks and willow trees. I looked
around, expecting to see a house of
some kind or at least a small cottage.
I saw only a small hill and a midsized
hole carved within it revealing only
darkness. Grady walked towards the
lush green mound and leaned against
its mass. I raised my eyebrows in
expectation, wondering yet again
throughout our encounter what the
hill could possibly hold.
"What," I asked, "is that?" Grady
laughed, this time with humor.
"That," he said, with the hint of a
twinkle in his eye, "is headquarters
for The Resistance. Come on." Before
I could argue, he bent low and
disappeared into the dark hole. I
weighed my options and followed.
I moved in slowly, feeling my way
with my hands and feet. I almost

fell down a flight of swirling stone
steps, but caught myself on a piece
of jutting rock from somewhere on
my right. I saw a glimmer of light
emerging from below, and...could it
be music? I had not known it to exist
in our world. I heard laughter and
clapping and approached tentatively,
suddenly unsure.
"Grady?" I called. He did not answer,
so I braved the new environment alone.
I climbed down the last ten steps
and found myself standing in a
warm, cozy kitchen. At my right was
a fireplace with a hook for hanging
a kettle or pot. A rocking chair stood
beside it with a ball of yarn and
knitting needles. In the middle of the
room stood a picnic-style table and
two benches, and to its left were a
sink and an assortment of chestnut
cabinets and cupboards. All about the
room were little knickknacks: picture
frames, flower pots, bookshelves filled
with novels, rugs, keepsake boxes.
I had never seen such a room in The
Central Valley. That, however, was
not what took my breath away. No,
instead, I was in utter amazement as
a Healer man, no older than perhaps
thirty, sat at the picnic table playing a
fiddle while a little, red-headed Healer
baby jumped about the room in her
white, flowing nightgown.
"There you are, Rosie! Clap your
hands now, darling!" the man said

as he played. The little girl, Rosie,
squealed in delight. I looked about the
room for Grady, but he must have left
the room through the hallway across
from where I stood on the staircase.
A red-headed woman with a kind
but serious face walked through the
hallway into the room and raised her
eyebrows in horror upon encountering
the scene.
"Rowan Gallagher!" she admonished.
"What are you doing? You can't have her
dancing about! What if she does it in public?
The secret police will take her faster than
you can say ’feeling’." The man stopped
playing and shrugged at Rosie.
"Ok, Aggie, ok. Sorry, darling. Mom
says no more fun." Aggie sighed and
glanced in my direction, hitting Rowan
in the back of the head.
"Rowan. We have a visitor." Aggie
ignored
her
husband's
dubious
expression, smiled kindly at me,
and grabbed me from the staircase,
ushering me swiftly onto the bench
beside the table. "You must be Sadie.
Grady just told me about you. He
won't be more than a moment. He's
just gathering everyone. We're having
a meeting." I nodded unsurely and
placed my hands gently in my lap.
I heard voices, and soon five or six
people entered the room. An old, stern
looking woman with a cane, an elderly
man, and then...my parents? I felt my
mouth drop in awe.

Love to write poetry
and'fiction?
Well, let ifat creativityflow andjoin
Portfolio!

Pickup an application in
Slavin Q05

"Mom? Dad?" I asked, standing
across the table. "What are you doing
here?" They looked at each other
and smiled. My mother grabbed my
father's hand, a gesture so different
from their usual cold, absent dealings,
and came towards me.
"Oh, sweetie! I'm so glad you are
here! We knew you valued feeling!
We just knew it! I'm just sorry we
had to test you!" My mother pulled
me into a hug, the first one I had ever
experienced. I put my hands about her
slowly, feeling like a stranger to her.
We had never shared such feelings.
"Yeah, sorry Sadie," my dad said,
scuffling my hair. "But we have to test
everyone we suspect of understanding
the cause. We hid this from you to keep
you safe. We didn't want to risk it."
"Wait..."I asked slowly, "what?"
"No one can enter The Resistance
until they come of age. We infiltrate the
government and purposely assign our
own trainers to people who we expect
to react positively to emotions. Sorry,
I had to trick you," Grady called. I
glanced behind my father and saw him
leaning against a counter, his hands
folded across his chest.
"Well, what about Rosie?" I asked,
gesturing to the little girl now sitting
on her father's lap.
"She's too young to remember this
place. Soon we'll have to keep her from
it, though," Aggie answered, a kind
smile on her face. I nodded slowly.
"But that doesn't matter now,"
my mother said, kissing me on my
forehead. "You're here."
"Ok!" Grady said, clapping his
hands together to call attention.
"What's this meeting about?"
The stern-looking old woman
narrowed her eyes and nudged
her husband in the arm. "Tell him,
Stillman." The old man sighed.
"I met with Tabitha the other day as
I did my patrols in the prison. I got her
alone for a moment. She has a plan."
Grady raised his eyebrows.
"Well," he asked, "what is it?"
"She wants us to find Lila, Grady.
She wants us to find your mother."
To be continued...
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The Dream Seed: Part 3
by Margaret Barresi '12
Portfolio Staff

Fiction
Rose fumed the faucet off and slowly
lifted herself out of the water. She wrapped
the towel around herself, and shook her
waist-length yellow curls over the edge
of the pond-sized bathtub from which
she had just emerged. The water droplets
that had collected on her skin began to
run into each other down her back and
shoulders, creating a waterfall of light
gliding over her skin. The divine matter
that stacked itself into her luminous frame
drank in the reflective sunlight, using it
as nourishment for the effervescent glow
that marked her immortal status. As the
daughter of beauty and light, she was one
of the few remaining of her kind. Her half
breed nature had allowed her to escape the
prosecution of darkness, saving her from
the fate of the others whose lights had
been extinguished. But her mother never
spoke of that time, and it had been almost
three years since her father was gone.
In the mirror she could see her shining
skin begin to dim with the lines of sadness
that were crawling over her insides. She
tried to push the cool trickles out of her head,
needing to restore the warmth and glow
that would keep her healthy. She quickly
looked away from her reflection and shook
her head slightly, as if trying to physically
shake out her thoughts. Stepping out of
the bathroom, she almost collided with her
mother who was rounding the comer to go
back into her bedroom.
"Hi mom," she said, grabbing her
thin mother before she could back step
and trip over the bunchy carpet.
"Oh, hi honey," her mom replied,
looking up to the warm touch of her
daughter on her own cool skin. "It's good
you're awake, I thought you were going
to oversleep again. I don't know what's
been going on, but lately I've had so much
trouble waking you in the morning."
"Yeah, I've just been so tired. School's
been wearing me out," Rose said quickly.
She could see the fragile lines snaking
across her mother's dull skin, marking
the ducts from which the light used to
flow. She knew the dreams would worry
her mother. She would think it was Them
returning for her daughter. But Rose
couldn't place the being in her dreams
as something filled with evil. Until she
knew what it was that wanted her, she
had decided against worrying her mother,
who was already so delicate.
"Well you'd better get going sweetheart,
you don't want to be late." Her mother
gently took her hands back from her
daughter and neatly stepped around her.
Rose turned to watch her mother walk into
her bedroom and dose the door quietly.
"She's getting worse," she murmured
aloud, remembering the thin scars that
marked the places where her mother's
skin used to shine just as brightly as her
own. But after the dark days, the sadness
had overcome her mother in such a way
that Rose couldn't find a remedy, and it
had frozen her light to almost nothing.
After a blur of hairbrushes, make up,
and dothing, Rose was ready to walk out
of the door. "Bye mom," she called over
her shoulder with her hand on the door
knob. After a couple of minutes with no
response, she quickly opened the front
door and walked out into the sunlight.
Moving to Horida had been her mother's

idea after she had lost her dad. She
figured they would need as much natural
light as possible to keep them alive. But
it had turned out that even sunlight,
something that was forged from her
father's own blood, was not enough to
keep her mother well without him.
She walked down the steps and
began walking quickly in the direction
of her school. She could feel the warmth
of the sun soaking into her hair and
skin, replenishing tire radiance that had
been taken from her in the bathroom.
She could see the people on the street
staring at her as she walked by, but she
was used to that. Ever since she was
thirteen, the normal time for the light to
start growing inside someone like her,
she had been dealing with mortals who
were awestruck by her appearance.
Random people, men and women alike,
would stop in their tracks to tell her
that her face was absolute perfection,
or to ask her about the skin products
she used. She had become accustomed
to these compliments and had learned
to be polite and humble. However, she
was always grateful that these human
beings had no knowledge of her world,
or who she really was. The divine power
that caused her luminous presence was
something they knew not of, and Rose
was often baffled that people could not
tell she wasn't one of them when she
blatantly looked so different. But she was
assured by humanity that the immortal
shine of her skin was due to "an excellent
diet," and "top notch skin products."
She had almost reached the long
driveway leading up to her ugly brick
high school when she felt an unfamiliar
tug on her hair. She turned around
sharply, confusedby the light surrounding
her in place of the darkness she was so
accustomed to.
"Hello?" she said clearly, scanning the
open driveway and surrounding sports
fields. "Is someone there?"
"Are you talking to me?" A soft, deep
voice blew past her from the comer of the
road behind her. Standing there was a tall
boy with dark hair and eyes, who Rose
knew she hadn't seen a moment ago.
"Did you just touch me, creep?"
she said shakily, her stomach knotting
up with a familiar uneasiness.
"No I did not," the boy said in
the same soft tone, walking towards
her. "Are you so vain as to assume I
couldn't resist doing so?"
"No, I just felt someone touch my
hair," she said quickly, folding her
arms across her chest, hoping this
strange boy wouldn't come any closer.
"Ah, paranoid I see," he replied,
laughing gently. His dark eyes resembled
cooling embers and were boring a hole
into her that made her uncomfortable.
"No," Rose snapped. She looked at him
closely, trying to remember if she had ever
seen him at school before. "Who are you?"
"Of course, how rude of me," the
boy replied quickly, moving his feet
over to where she was standing and
extending his hand out to her. In the
sunlight, she could now see a thin scar
grazing above his right cheekbone. His
glowing eyes seemed to set the scar on
fire, licking his handsome face with the
dark light of burning coals.
"Allow me to introduce myself.
Mv name is Cronus."

To be continued...
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Staff Picks of
the Week
A Long Way Down
by Nick Hornby
What would you do if you found yourself on top of a building,
on New Year's Eve, with three other strangers, ready to jump off?
Hopefully you never find yourself in this situation, but this is what
Nick Hornby asks in his hilariously poignant novel, A Long Way
Down. This story takes the point of view of its four main characters;
an eclectic group of misfits who have only one thing in common:
they want to end their lives. However, the fickle hand of fate steps
in when they all unexpectedly choose the same London rooftop on
the same cold night.
Although you might assume that a group under such circumstances
would part ways immediately, the four form a disgruntled pact that
they will help each other survive their misfortunes. Thus begins the
misadventures of Martin, a well-known TV presenter; Maureen, a
single mother; Jess, an obnoxious 18-year-old; and J.J., an American
musician who faithfully quotes Oscar Wilde and Bob Dylan.
What makes this novel memorable is not necessarily why these
people want to end their lives. Rather, it is how human beings can
connect with one another in ways that reveal both the vulnerability
of life and the strength of love. At times hauntingly real and at others
truly hilarious, Hornby brilliantly weaves the narratives of his main
characters together to paint a picture of what it takes to step down
from the ledge, and more importantly, who is there to help you once
your feet are firmly on the ground.
- Dara Plath ’13

The Last King of Scotland
by Giles Folan
Most famously known for the movie adaption of the same
name, this book by Giles Folan won numerous awards when it
was first published in 1998, and for good reason. The book, set
in Africa during the 1970s, centers around a young Scotsman,
Dr. Nicholas Garrigan. After a chance encounter with the man,
Garrigan goes from beinga humble doctor in a local hospital to the
personal physician for the new dictator of Uganda, Idi Amin. But
as time goes on, Garrigan notices more and more the eccentric
and dangerous nature of Amin, as the dictator threatens his life,
proclaims himself the true conqueror of Europe, and demands
that the Queen free the Scottish people, all while reveling in the
prestige and power that his position brings him.
The novel investigates the complexities of Garrigan’s situation
as he tries to separate the charisma and charm of Amin from
the dangers of his rule. Folan artfully plays between humor and
horror in this novel as he traces the reign of one of history’s
most bizarre and brutal dictators, Idi Amin, through the eyes of
the fictional Dr. Nicholas Garrigan. Beautifully weaving fact with
fiction, Folan gives us not just a portrait of the African dictator,
but also a highly entertaining story, and a number of questions
to walk away with: What does 'duty' truly mean, especially in the
medical profession? What is the true measure of a man, what he
does or how he does it? And, most importantly, do we define
ourselves, or are we merely defined by others?
-Tom Nailor ’12
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Behold, the Reckoning: Judges
by Conor Leary 'll
Portfolio Editor

Fiction
She converted her mind in the
silence. Her heart clambered against
her chest in stiff vibrations. Valerie felt
thinner. She quivered in the closet of
the grimy motel room. The shadowy
man was gone and it felt colder. The air
against her reddened skin bit harder
when the figure of Satan was gone.
She chewed the thought in the
hardened walls of her skull. Satan
had found himself an envoy. He had
explained the process, dripping it
into her quaking figure like venom,
holding her in utter constriction. She
left the assault of the world's tempter.
It brought out a shred of guilt from
the place where her free will and good
sense once clung together. She thought
she had slaughtered her good sense,
but it fought for recovery. She had
killed for the darkest entity history had
ever known. She remembered feeling
the scorch of his skin and wondered
how the spirit inside would feel.
"You will see my whole power..."
He had licked her ear. She remembered
squirming slowly away.
"You will never know harm." In
the damned closet, Valerie tasted her
decision like hot coals. She slowly
converted until pain was no longer
something she knew.
She converted to an easier way of life.
It seemed appropriate for Monica to let
her position dissolve. Classes operated
on an ordinary schedule again, but she,
like many teachers around the country,
had resigned. They left the masses
and the new safety protocols to hide.
Monica drove to the country.
On the day the United States
declared war on China after their
explosive dissolution of South Korea's
independence, Monica adjusted her
car radio to find something calmer.
The static of chaotic news reports
turned to soothing classic rock. She
was halfway to wherever it was she
was running towards.
She had decided it would be better
to see the world perish in a natural
place. She looked out and waited for
a sweeping field of grain to meet her
eyes. She told herself she was looking
for God's country. She found it in New
Hampshire and found a small inn to
host her. The elderly couple seemed
serene, even though the husband
snapped at his wife when she asked
for a room: "Doesn't she know what's
going on out there? Doesn't she care?"
Monica
stared blankly forward.
The woman was delicate, like her
grandmother. She smiled softly.
"I think it's best she has come to
find peace." She converted her life to
something that would end serenely.
He refused to convert. The struggle
was increasing. It was getting more
and more difficult to remain steadfast

in the life he had come so far to want.
Benjamin noticed each day passing
faster, getting colder, and losing light.
He stood on the lawns of a parish where
he had been transported to encourage
faith. He held the attention of the
congregation for only so long after it
was revealed that numerous priests
in the area had been accepting money
for absolution and spirited advice. The
people had dissolved and at his back,
the doors into the inner sanctum were
coldly closed and disenchanted.
He didn't need to hear the reasons
why. Faith was gone and it shouted at
him from the town. The people growled
at one another, groped and demanded
that their temptations be recognized.
The world itself was plummeting into
shifting shadows, and Benjamin was
almost finished trying to consider the
connections. The United Nations had
become split over whether or not to
support America's sudden decision to
assault China. South Korea was gone.
Egypt was facing perilous internal
issues while a rebellious squadron
paved a tyrannical way through South
America. The world had become
charged by evil, but the mirage of
temptation shielded all from realizing
their punishments.
Benjamin felt dramatic, but he
looked out into the world to see only
sin. He looked out to see the days
growing shorter and the light in
people's eyes growing dimmer. He
was beginning to want and to crave as
much as anyone else. He was beginning
to want to convert.
He had converted. Elliot remained
within the boundaries of his vision. The
paradise clung to him and he moved
effortlessly through the atmosphere
of the island. He swam through the
mixing winds of cool and tepid breezes,
enjoying how they made his ideas float
calmly. There were moments when he
would be amongst the minimal trees
that exerted an unbreakable width in
the center of the circular shore alone,
kicking the endless offerings of fruit.
He would take kind breaths in and
then feel the warm wrapping of an arm
around his waist. He would no longer
be alone, and it was easy as the winds
drifting off the quiet waves.
"Never leave." It was a plea he never
kept to himself and one at which Elliot
always rolled his eyes. He would bring
their weight around and dip his head
back. He would blink in only beauty.
"I haven't." He promised. His body
had converted to complete inactivity.
He had simply gone to sleep and
awakened in the generous arms of
paradise. He heard beeping and the
peculiar sounds of machinery in his
head, but he never had to look around
to find them in paradise. He knew
machines were restricted from such a
natural place.
"I never will," he always promised
before touching the softest lips. He
heard the constant beep whenever they
embraced. It was the closest and the

loudest when his heart rate quickened.
It counted his heartbeats. It jabbed at
his brain. It fought to wake him up.
"I never will."
Benjamin's knees bled. He bowed
to pray so many times to fight away
defeat. He tore the freshly scabbed
skin again. He concealed himself in
the gutted house of worship. He beat
his soul for allegiance and waited for
miracles to shine down on him. He
watched light descend in through the
dimly colored stained glass windows.
Valerie left her hole in the wall.
When night had come, she flew
towards the color of Satan's soul.
She felt strong and cloaked fully. She
proclaimed her conversation and left
the motel room and the city in fresh
flames brewed directly from her lips.
She lay in tall grasses and tucked her
imagination in with her. She carried

children's books, but she must have
fallen asleep at one point. The angel
descended out of the clear country
sky and stepped over the cool breezes
with absolute dexterity. Monica smiled
at his entrance. She felt warmth glide
across her face. Breathing in, she stood
to greet him. Then she realized, he
was not alone. An army of gloriously
winged men and women hovered over
each of his outstretched wings.
"It is time." Monica didn't need
to wake up. She blinked and knew.
Angels had converted to her level to
struggle with her. They had come to
the world to struggle with it.

The countdown to the Reckoning continues...
6...

Clouds
by Bobby Bretz '12
Portfolio Staff
Our cities never sleep
‘Cause they’re so electrified
And they’ve got continents of clouds
Always passin' them by
And your head’s up in the sky
But you say you never fly
When you’ve got continents of clouds
Always passin’ you by

And the city never weeps
It’s been a while since they died
Now they’ve got continents of clouds
Just passin’them by
You were sleeping in the rye
And that cliff was mighty high
And those continents of clouds
Kept passin’ you by

And if you ever decide
That you’d like to take a ride
On this continent of clouds
That’s passin’you by
Then I’ll be by your side
When it comes time to reside
On this continent of clouds
That’s passin’ us by
But if you ever decide
That you’d like to come inside
As these continents of clouds
Keep on rolling through the sky
Then simply leave the past behind
It’s just a city in your mind
And see these continents of clouds
That are passin’ you by...
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Poetry . . .

"A poem begins as a lump in the throat, a sense of
wrong, a homesickness, a lovesickness."

- Robert Trost
PHOTO COURTESY PHILIP BIESSEY

The Man With The
Five Cent Ring
by Dara Plath '13
Asst. Portfolio Editor

Sailor's Prayer
by Blake Bergeron'11
Portfolio Staff

Blessed boat-builder
allow me congress
with this vessel’s
blood vessels
so that
I may trace
my body’s movement
beneath the stars
in perfect digits
of space.

Allow me passage
to whichever New World
beats
with the immediacy
of the sea

so I may never rest,
or feel the dying pulse
of my destiny
in the smooth wrist
of the meadow,
in the thick neck
of the evergreen wood.

Ode on my Lady's Arms
by Tom Nailor '12
Portfolio Staff

Where the tightened strap of your dress
is slightly snug against soft speckled skin,
like rising dough, alabaster white flesh
contrasts with one side freckled golden.
And with kisses I can trace constellations
across those tiny sun-splashed spots,
yet I never worry that I’m being too gauche.
And with kisses I can cause a sensation
play a childish game of ‘connect-the-dots,’
all while lying in your arms, delicate as brioche.

I watched as the man with the five cent ring,
Walked down the cobbled lane;
Across the old, decaying bridge,
Where philistines make their way.
I followed him until he stopped,
By the Fontana di Trevi;
And watched him as he slowly dropped,
A shiny, gold penny.

I saw his eyes, blood-shot and gray,
Like the sky before a storm;
His skin was cracked to near decay,
Though his smile, kind and warm.

“I’m looking for a girl, you see,
With eyes like Spanish moss;
Do you know where she may be?
Do you know about my loss?
I lost her as I sailed across,
The sea to mighty Troy;
Where sailors tend to lose their lot,
To Poseidon’s vengeful joy.

But then I thought I heard her sigh,
Like the nightingale sings with ease;
As I watched our King, our savior, die,
And fell upon my knees.

Though might it be I saw her face,
Looking out across the dawn;
As our great emperor took his place,
Viva Napoleon!
Yet, I could be quite mad to sense,
Her skirt upon the floor;
As I lay, past broken, in a trench,
From fighting this Great War.
And now I’ve bought this five cent ring,
To bestow upon my lover;
Hoping that our love will bring,
Truth to one another.’’

PHOTO COURTESY ALI TAYLOR
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Sunday,
March 6th

Smith Center
Sponsored by Dance Club

Seniors, Have You Given Yet?
Anchored in
Providence

Visit
our website
for participating
programs and to
pre-register for the event

Help the Senior
Giving campaign
get to 100%
participation.

Give $20.11
or $100 for a
brick!

www.northeastern.edu/infosession

Donate at Givetopc.org

Northeastern University

Follow us on Facebook and twitter @SeniorGiving11

Graduate Studies

APMlTMENTlS FOR RENT/LEASE
58/60 Eaton Street
> Located at: 58/60 Eaton St, corner of Pembroke Ave across from Fennell
Gates
> 1st Floor: 6 rooms 3 large bdrms. 2 living rooms 1 with door onto outside
porch, ceramic tile & hardwood floors, appliance kitchen with separate
work area, modern bath/shower, more!
> 2nd Floor: Same layout & floor space as 1st floor
> 3rd Floor: 4 large bedrooms, modern bath w/walk-in shower, new kitchen
> Featuring: New stainless steel appliances, motion control fan/lights,
newly designed laundry area with new, free washer & dryer, ultra-modern
apartments, security lighting, parking on Pembroke Ave. for 10 cars,
separate yard & new
items for 2011-2012!

Rent 1

or all 3 apartments
Lois Lettieri

(401) 523-5536
I Iettieri36@riliving.com

Roving

Photography
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What do you think about Charlie Sheen
and his recent media blitz?

"We think he is embarassing himself."
Tiffany Donohue '13, Billy Timlen '13

"I give him credit, he's breaking the mold."
Josh Cuddy '13

"I feel bad for the kids,
but hopefully he can turn it around."
Victor Neirinckx '14, David Calianese '14

"We think people are taking him way too
seriously, he is hilarious."
Justin Klingenberg '12, Meghan Daughan '12

"He is fantastic and senile."
Kevin Tente '14, Chelsea Carvalho '14

"Charlie Sheenie has a weenie that he loves to show."
Shannon Pustas '13, Nicole Fernandez '13, Emily
Jensen '13, Christie Lonsky '13, Kasey Bulman '14

"Duh... Winning!"
-Charlie Sheen
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores • Standings • Statistics • Schedules • Standouts

Standouts

Marshon Brooks

Miranda Tate

Men's Basketball
Senior — Stone Mountain, Ga.
Against Notre Dame, Brooks set Big East
records for number of points in a game with 52
and number of field goals made with 20.

Women's Basketball
Junior — Bolingbrook, Ill.
Tate scored 17 points to lead the Friars
to a two-point victory over conference foe
Louisville in their regular-season finale.

Scores

Schedules

Friday, Feb. 25
Track at New England Championships
Men's Hockey vs. UMass-Lowell

Ind. Res.
T, 3-3 (OT)

Saturday, Feb. 26
Women's Basketball at Syracuse
Track at New England Championships
Men's Lacrosse at Wagner
Women's Hockey vs. Maine
Mens's Hockey at UMass-Lowell

L, 63-47
Ind. Results
W, 14-10
W, 5-2
L, 7-2

Sunday, Feb. 27
Men's Basketball at Marquette
Women's Tennis at Brown

L, 86-62
L, 5-0

Monday, Feb. 28
Women's Basketball vs. Louisville

W, 63-61

Wednesday, Mar. 2
Men's Basketball at Louisville

Friday, Mar. 4
Women's Basketball vs. Villanova
Softball vs. Stony Brook
Softball at Florida Atlantic
Track at NCAA Last Chance Qualifier
Men's Ice Hockey at Merrimack

8:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Saturday, Mar. 5
Men's Basketball vs. Rutgers
Softball vs. South Carolina
Softball vs. Michigan State
Women's Tennis at Army
Women's Hockey vs. Boston College
Track at NCAA Last Chance Qualifier
Men's Hockey vs. Merrimack

7:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Sunday, Mar. 6
Softball vs. Harvard
Women's Tennis vs. NJIT
Men's Lacrosse vs. Presbyterian
Women's Hockey vs. Boston University/Northeastern

9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Standings
Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball

w

Team
Pittsburgh
Notre Dame
Louisville
St. John's
Syracuse
Georgetown
Marquette
Connecticut
West Virginia
Cincinnati
Villanova
Seton Hall
Rutgers
Providence
USF

13
13
11
11
11
10
9
9
9
9
9
5
4
3
3

DePaul

1

Big East
L
3
4
5
5
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
11
12
13
13

s 15

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

w

Overall

Big East

Overall

25
24
22
19
24
21
18
21
18
22
21
11
13
14
9

L
4
5
7
9
6
8
11
7
10
7
9
17
15
15
21

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7 .

22

0

Team
Connecticut
DePaul
Notre Dame
Rutgers
Marquette
Louisville
St. John's
Georgetown
Syracuse
West Virginia
Providence
Pittsburgh
USF
Villanova
Cincinnati
Seton Hall

W
16
13
13
11
10
10
9
9
9
8
6
5
3
3
2
1

L
0
3
3
5
6
6
7
7
7
8
10
11
13
13
14
15

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

w
29
26
24
18
22
19
20
21
21
22
13
13
12
11
9
8

L
1
5
6
11
7
11
9
9
8
8
15
15
18
18
19
21

'

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Got a Minute?
Alexis Smith T2 catches up with Alyse Ruff '11 of the Women’s Hockey Team.
A lyse Ruff
Senior
#21
Forward
Women's Hockey
Tualatin, Ore.

Must-See TV: Dexter
Karaoke Song: Def Leppard's "Pour
Some Sugar on Me"
Guilty Pleasures: Teavana and Dark
Chocolate
Late Night Snack: Oatmeal
Food She Can't Stand: Pretzels
Surprising Skills: "E.T. Phone Home"
Impression

FRIARS
JOURNAL
The Cowl had last week off, but the Men's Basketball Team had
a week full of action. Here, then, from our up-and-coming beat
writers, is a synopsis of the week in Friar basketball.
DePaul 79, Providence 76
For 38 minutes against DePaul,
Duke Mondy T4 busted his heels
up and down the floors of the Dunk
like no other Friar has this year.
Mondy has been a headache for
Big East coaches all season as his
tenacious defense and Jordan-like
heart has made him one of the key
components in Keno Davis' press.
Mondy recorded four turnovers, but
the stats do not show how the other
12 DePaul turnovers were caused.
Mondy is quick enough and stout
enough to stay with anyone in the
league and his persistence on the
defensive end makes his offensive
game that more impressive.
Duke went 6-11 from the floor,
and 3-7 from his island home
behind the arc. With his defense
comes his offense; with both comes
his
rebounding.
Mondy
finds
ways to grab, tip, or smack the
ball to his teammates and get the
Friars running. He recorded seven
rebounds in this one, including three
on the offensive end. For a perimeter
player and press defender to be able
to bang on the boards like Mondy
does says something not only about
his talents, but also about his heart.
Mondy added 17 points in this
one and has been able to keep his
offensive numbers up, and keep his
three pointers falling, despite all the
running and hustling he does.
Mondy is only a sophomore and
the sky is the limit for not only his
offense, but also his defense. To have
a player be the spot up, knock-down
shooter that Duke has become is one
thing. To have a player bust his tail
on defense and not shy away from
guarding the other team's best player
is priceless. Keno has found a gem.

Despite the fact that the Friars
only had one less offensive rebound
than DePaul did, it is what you
do with those offensive rebounds
that can determine a game. Despite
leading in points in the paint, points
off turnovers, and fast-break points,
the Friars only had seven points
on
second-chance
opportunities,
compared to DePaul's 17 secondchance points. This may mean many
things, but it all boils down to the idea
that defensive rebounds need to be
kept and offensive rebounds need to
be converted into points.
It is true that, this season especially,
down by one with 16 seconds and
the ball, most Friar Fans would feel
pretty confident in getting the game
winning shot. And anyone who
knows anything about the team will
know that the opposing team is going
to double team, and maybe even triple
team, Marshon Brooks 'll, who had
28 points against DePaul. In this case,
it is up to the other four players on
the court to step up and take the shot.
That being said, Gerard Coleman,
while he may have experienced a
mental lapse in the final 10 seconds
(not even attempting a shot and trying
a spin move causing him to lose the
ball) cannot be blamed. Coleman was
coming off missing a game and had a
solid game overall.
Despite the disappointing loss to
perhaps one of the worst teams in the
Big East, there were a lot of positives
that came out of the loss to DePaul.
First, the team's ability to come back
after being down 13 points with 14
minutes to go is comforting to see from
such a young team. Also, both Duke
Mondy '13 (17 points) and Vincent
Council '13 (12 points) had great
seerns that thev are ready to
1, the g'gantic shoes that will be left
when Brooks moves on next year.

- Dan McNamara '13

-Joe Dalli '14
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Friars Struggle against a
Trio of Big East Teams
by Nick Aiken '12 &
Bridget Stack '13
Sports Staff

Men’s Basketball
The Men's Basketball team ended
a disappointing week with a loss at
Louisville. In another uncharacteristic
perfomance by star forward Marshon
Brooks '11, the Friars were defeated by
a final score of 87-60.
Vincent Council '13 led the way
for PC with 20 points, and Brooks
added 12 points and seven assists. The
underclassmen contributed as well,
with Gerard Coleman '14 adding eight
points and Bryce Cotton scoring seven.
Unable to play solid defense and
stop the Cardinals' dynamic duo of
Kuric and Knowles, the Friars trailed
the whole game and really never were
able to compete.
On Sunday, Feb. 27, the Friars lost
once again as they were defeated by
Marquette, 86-62. Tenacious Golden
Eagle defense prevented Brooks and
the Friars from putting up their usual
number of points. Three Friars scored
in double figures. Brooks, whose streak
of 20-plus point games came to an end,
scored 17 points. Gerard Coleman
'14 put up 16 points and Council
contributed 12. The Friars were never
able to claim the lead, as they were
down by 13 at the half, and from there,
matters only got worse.
The gap continued to widen as
Jimmy Butler and company continued
to knock down shots and prevent
Brooks and the Friars from getting easy
buckets. "They did a good job of being
very physical with him, bumping and
banging him," said Davis. "When a
game is called like that you have to be
able to react and respond in a better
way than we did. I didn't think that we
had enough out there. We need some
guys around Marshon to help him be
successful. I credit them with a very
good game plan."
The Friars did not bring their best
game, lacking the same passion they
have when they play at home. Unlike
the Notre Dame game, the Friars were
unable to rebound from a mediocre
first half and get back in the game
with a solid second half. But PC is still

young and inexperienced, and with
time, they will learn how to deal with
adversity and play with consistency.
On Wednesday, Feb. 23, the Friars
came up a mere point short to the
No. 9 Notre Dame Fighting Irish,
94-93. The Irish dominated the first
half, thanks to tremendous outside
shooting and an ability to create easy
layup opportunities. "We were giving
up too many layups," said Brooks.
Led by seniors Ben Hansbrough and
Tim Abromaitis, who accounted for 28
points in the half, Notre Dame was able
to take a 10-point lead into the locker
room at intermission, even though it
seemed as if the gap was a lot wider.
But the second half was a different
story for the Friars, and especially for
Brooks, who accounted for 35 of his
Big East all-time recording setting 52
points in the period. Hot three-point
shooting and solid foul shooting by
the rest of the Friars also contributed
to their comeback. Additionally, 22
personal fouls were committed by PC
in the first half compared to only 6 in
the second half, which prevented the
Irish from getting easy points.
Nevertheless, the Friars were never
able to gain an advantage on the Irish.
"We didn't get a key stop in the last few
minutes," said Brooks. PC hit a couple of
big shots in the final few minutes, but it
was too little, too late. Tire 55 points put
up by the Friars in the second half was
a PC record, and the highest number
of points put up by a Big East team in a
half thus far this season.
Most Friar fans will look at this
game as a positive. Marshon Brooks
set the record for most points scored
in a Big East game, the Friars set the
PC record for most points scored in a
half, and PC almost defeated the ninth
ranked team in the country and the
second best team in the Big East. But
to Brooks, the game was not a success.
"It's not about the 52. It's about
the losing. Period." This just goes to
show how passionate and unselfish
a player he truly is. "I think we have
an unbelievable player in Marshon
Brooks," said Coach Davis. "He can
score in so many ways. There's not
a move that he can't make. But you
haven't seen the best from Marshon
Brooks yet."

Cincinnati 93, Providence 81 (OT)
After a tough loss to DePaul, the
Friars looked to bounce back against
the Bearcats of Cincinnati, but ended
up falling on the short end of an
overtime effort 93-81. On a night
where Vinnie Ernst and Ray Flynn
had their jerseys retired, the Friars fell
behind early, and were continually
kept at bay by the Bearcats. For a
while, it looked like the game would
be smooth sailing for the Bearcats.
They had not surrendered their lead
from the opening tip and had built a
16-pomt lead with 7:17 remaining in
the game.
The Friars showed fight though,
and gave the Friar Faithful a show
at the Dunk. Keyed by a great full
court press and tough play from
Duke Mondy '13, the Friars slowly
climbed back into the game. Two free
throws by Kadeem Batts '14 brought
the Friars to a 67-57 deficit. On the

ensuing inbound pass, Mondy swiped
a steal and threw it ahead to Ron
Giplaye 14 for a dunk. The Dunk was
going crazy, and the Friars continued
to whittle the lead down, until Mondy
nailed a three from his trademark spot
in the comer to tie the game at 71 with
1:29 left. After a Cincinnati free throw,
Marshon Brooks '11 came down and
stuck a jumper to give the Friars their
first lead of the game 73-72 with 32
seconds remaining. Cincinnati would
tie it on another free throw with
15 seconds left, setting up possible
heroics from Brooks, but his fade
away three at the buzzer fell short.
The overtime period would not be
friendly for the Friars as Cincinnati
outscored the Friars 20-8 in overtime.
Brooks had a game-high 27 points,
and Batts had a monster game putting
up 17 points and grabbing 11 boards.
- Sean Bailey T4

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/THE COWL

Despite Vincent Council’s ’13 20 points, Providence dropped an 87-60 game against Louisville at the
KFC Yum! Center in Louisville, Ky.
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Lacrosse Opens Season with Solid Win over Wagner
by Sean Bailey '14
Sports Staff

Lacrosse
It was long overdue. The Lacrosse
Team had been held winless since
April 4,2009, but this year is a new year
for the Friars. PC opened its season
by traveling to Wagner, and emerged
victorious as the Friars clipped the
Seahawks 14-10. It was also the first
win for the Friars since the Big East
started to sponsor lacrosse.
"I'm just really happy for the
players and coaches," said Head
Coach Chris Burdick. "This is a process
as we change conferences and we are
focused on getting better and just want
to represent the college in a good way.
If I thought anything it was probably
about how to stop Presbyterian, our
next opponent, from scoring...that's
just the way my mind works... always
on the next thing."
The Friars received contributions from
everyone, as 10 different players netted a
goal. Christian Dzwilewski '12 did well
between the pipes, collecting seven saves
for the Friars. The star-studded freshman
class did most of the damage for the
Friars in their first collegiate game.
"They are an impressive group
of people," said Burdick about the
freshman class. "They came here to
infuse a new culture and energy into
the program and they have done that
on a consistent basis in practice. They
clearly had an impact on Saturday."
Wagner started the scoring spree
with a goal eight seconds into the
contest, and it looked like the Friars
were headed for a dismal day. However,
PC had a response to the Seahawks, as
they scored four unanswered goals,
the first of which came 62 seconds later.
Andrew Barton '14 singlehandedly

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Pete Wujciak '12 had two shots and an assist in the Friars’ season opener against Wagner on
Saturday, Feb. 26 at Staten Island, N.Y.

put the Friars on the board, forcing the
turnover, scooping the ground ball,
and firing the ball into the netting to
knot the game at one.
Sean Wright '14 followed with
a goal two minutes later to propel
PC to a lead that they would never

relinquish. Conor Kenny '14 notched a
goal, assisted by Daniel Textor '13, and
then Barton picked up a second goal to
swell the lead to 4-1.
Wagner put another on the board
playing with a man up to start the
second quarter, before PC answered

It’s Tournament Time!

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
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with a Peter Murphy '14 goal. The
Seahawks pumped two more goals to
bring the Friars lead to 5-4.
Matthew Mueller '14 righted the
ship for the Friars by tacking on a
goal, which was followed by two
more PC goals by JT Weber '13, and
Wright perched PC at a comfortable
8-4-halftime lead.
The Friars jumped out of the gates
at halftime, collecting an early goal
by Steve Lydon '11 to put PC up 9-4.
After two Wagner goals sliced the
lead to 9-6, PC went on a run through
the rest of the third quarter into the
fourth quarter, scoring five straight
goals. The goals were picked up by
Evan Olsen '12, Mueller, Evan Helda
'11, Textor, and Weber, and they gave
the Friars their largest lead of the
game at 14-6.
The Seahawks were not silenced
yet though, as they netted four goals
in the last 4:26 to make a respectable
score. The dust settled with the Friars
emerging with a 14-10 victory. The
Friars dominated in several statistical
categories: They outhustled and
outmuscled the Seahawks to a 30-23
advantage in ground balls, and the
Friars collected 17 of 28 face-offs.
"Ryan Shaw [T4] was fantastic at
the face off," acknowledged Burdick
following the win. "Not just in his
draws but in his ability to scrap for
50/50 balls and to create offense off
the face off. Steve Lydon scoring a
goal was a great thrill for anyone who
has paid attention to his story. Weber,
Wright, Barton, Mueller all having
two goals stands out as well. But
really if you look at the game, it was a
team effort all the way through. Every
player contributed."
The Friars face Presbyterian in their
home opener this Sunday, March 6, at
home at 1:00 p.m.

March is here, so let the madness
begin! The Women’s Hockey
and Basketball Teams are playing
in their respective conference
tournaments this weekend.

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/m COWL
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PC Swims Well at Big East
by Joe Dalli T4
Sports Staff

March Madness Is Back
with a Vengeance
by Nick Aiken '12
Asst. Sports Editor

Swim & Dive
The University of Louisville's Ralph
R. Wright Natatorium served as the
location where the men and women
of the Swim Team ended a successful
season last week. The men finished
10th out of 11 teams and the women
finished 11th out of 11 in the annual
Big East Championships.
Louisville dominated both the
men's and women's sides of the
meet, running away with triple-digit
wins over some of the Big East's best
swimmers. History was also made at
this meet, as the Notre Dame women,
who took second place, lost for the first
time in 14 years. And despite failing to
qualify for the finals, both the men and
women of the PC Swim Team swam
extremely well.
Kathleen Degnan '14 continued her
dominance as she posted a 2:07.86 in
the 200-yard backstroke, which was
five seconds faster than her original
qualifying time. In the 100-yard freestyle,
Sam Schlich '13 and Jill Mullany '14
swam identical times of 54.12, which
were good enough for 34th place in a
field of over fifty swimmers. Courtney
Larcom '11, in her final collegiate swim
meet, posted a time of 17:51.91 in the
1650-yard freestyle, fifteen seconds
faster than her qualifying time.
For the men, Michael Luiz '14 was
the only Friar to compete in the 100yard freestyle. Luiz, who came in 45th
in a field of 48 swimmers, swam an
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NCAA Basketball
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Courtney Larcom ’11 closed her collegiate
career with a swift swim in the 1650-yard free.

impressive 48.62. Collin Casciano '12
and Chris Morales '13 finished within
a tenth-of-a-second of each other in the
200-yard fly, which was the final event
of the preliminary qualifying round.
Despite failing to qualify for the finals
at the Big East Championships, the men
and women of the Providence College
Swim Team can hold their heads high
and look forward to the promise of next
season with several swimmers returning
who are poised to pick up right where
they left off this season.

In like a lion and out like a lamb,
March, the month of madness, is
finally here. And just as the weather is
beginning to heat up, so is the college
basketball season. With the NCAA
Tournament quickly approaching, the
nation's best teams are jockeying for
high seeds, and hoping to make a deep
run in their conference tournaments to
prove their worthiness for an "easier"
road to the Final Four in Houston.
This year, it has become pretty
evident that the Big East is far and above
the best conference in the nation, and it
is likely that an astonishing 11 teams
will represent the conference in the
NCAA Tournament. But just because
the Big East is the best conference,
does it mean that it has the best team?
There are a handful of teams in the
Big East who are capable of beating
anybody in the country, as proven by
St. John's beating Duke and UConn's
triumph over Texas. Nevertheless,
college basketball, and the NCAA
Tournament in particular, is a strange
bird because anybody can beat anybody
and upsets are almost as common as
that fellow who starred in the film Just
Wright. So just because a team enters the
tournament with a high seed, it does not
mean it will advance past the second or
third round.

Right now, the teams fighting for
number one seeds are Ohio State,
Kansas, BYU,
Duke,
Pittsburgh,
Purdue, and Texas, all of whom have
cases for why they are eligible. But
when all is said and done, I think that
the four lucky squads will be Ohio
State, Kansas, Duke, and Pittsburgh
(assuming they win the Big East
Tournament or at least make a deep
run). Yes, BYU is deserving of a one
seed, but I think they will get snubbed
because of their residence in the
Mountain West Conference and the
fact that their strength of schedule is
weak compared to that of other teams
in the running.
Regardless of who ends up
winning the battle for the top seeds
in the tournament, each of these
seven teams has the ability to win
the national championship, as do
many other teams including Notre
Dame, Wisconsin, Louisville, and
Florida. Just because a team had a
great regular season and conference
tournament does not necessarily
mean that they will go far in the
NCAA Tournament.
Oftentimes, the best team in the
country doesn't win the National
Championship. Instead, the team
who plays the best basketball
during March and the beginning of
April does. That is why the NCAA
Tournament is so exciting, so hard to
predict, and unlike any other event in
the sports world.

FRIARS: Rebound from Friars Lookahead to NCAAs
Loss with Wi over L'Vi lie
by John Butler '11
Sports Editor

Indoor Track

continued from back page
back to a 55-47 deficit with just over
four minutes to play, but would get no
closer as the Orange prevailed 63-47.
Hankins finished with 17 points, seven
boards, and two blocks. Teya Wright
'11 had her team-best sixth double
double of the season with 14 points
and 10 boards.
There is no place like home, and
for the Friars, that could not have
been more true this past Wednesday
as they played host to the Louisville
Cardinals who were fifth in the league
with a record of 10-5 and 19-10 overall.
The Friars jumped out to an early lead
thanks to their seniors. Hankins and
Wright were the main catalysts for the
Friars as the young team followed their
lead. The first half was a half of runs as
both teams went on a few scoring runs
in the half, none bigger then the 4-0 run
to put the Friars up 29-27 at the break.
Unlike their previous games, the
Friars started the second half as if
they had not left the locker room.
The Cardinals went on a 9-2 run to
take a 38-31 lead at the 15:52 mark.
The Friars were 54.2 percent from the
field in the first half, and 40 percent
from behind the arc. They were
unable to get off any good looks as
the Louisville defense seemed to
puzzle the Friars. Miranda Tate '12
and Roberts were being face-guarded
nearly every possession, which
resulted in little movement and led
to long possessions for the Friars that
only ended in one-shot opportunities.
After a Seymore timeout, the Friars
got back on track. With a 7-0 run of
their own to the game at 38, the Friars
seemed poised for the victory. On this
night, the Friar bench was Seymore's
sixth woman, as every possession
resulted in an explosion from the
bench, positive or negative.
Both teams traded baskets for
the next 10 minutes as neither side

nor coach wanted to let this one
slip away. Friars Head Coach Phil
Seymore even found himself literally
on his knees begging for a call in this
close-fought battle. With 2:38 left in
the game, the Cardinals went up by
one, for what would be their final
lead of the night.
Moments later, Tate hit a knock
down jumper from what seemed to be
her hot spot all night at the right side
of the court and gave the Friars a twopoint lead. In the final minute, each
team had an opportunity to take the
lead but neither could convert. With
36 seconds left on the clock, the Friars
got a new shot clock after a scrum on
the floor for the ball, which eventually
went out of bounds.
Roberts milked the clock to nine
seconds when she made her move. A
high screen by Wright set up a dribble
drive penetration by Roberts who found
Ms. Big Shot' Mi-Khida Hankins on the
right baseline. With four hands in her
face, it was nothing but nylon for the
senior as she saw her last shot in Alumni
Hall be the game winner.
For the Friars, this victory was one of
their best of the year against a top-5 Big
East opponent. This win was especially
big because it gave the Friars the No.
11 seed for the Conference Tournament
that will be held at the XL Center in
Hartford, Conn, this weekend. The
Friars will take on the No. 14 seed
Villanova Wildcats whom they have
defeated twice this season. Tip-off is
set for Friday, March 4, at 8:00 p.m.
In their first meeting, the Friars
prevailed at the Pavilion in Villanova,
Pa., 58-53 and not more then a month
ago here in Friartown, the Friars pulled
out a 58-49 win. The winner of the
game will face the No. 6 seed Louisville
Cardinals. How ironic things may get
this weekend for the Friars, who are
3-0 against those teams this season.

The Friars are now moving at a
steady pace through the final meets of
the indoor track season. Having already
qualified three runners for Nationals in
David McCarthy '11, Julian Matthews
'12, and Shelby Greany '13, Providence
is looking to add a few more names
to the list between now and the
NCAA Championships scheduled for
Saturday, March 11 at Texas A&M in
College Station, Texas.
This past weekend, however, was
another opportunity for some of the
younger Friars to get some good
experience in a large field of local
teams. Providence competed in the
New England Championships at
Boston University with a crew of 23
athletes, although many more who
had qualified for New Englands were
rested in preparation for Nationals.
"We came out of the Big East meet
and felt happy with a lot of the guys
and the girls who qualified for New
Englands from that," said Friars Head
Coach Reay Treacy. "We rested our top
people [at New Englands]."
Nevertheless, the men took 13th place
among 35 teams and the women picked
up a 17th place finish out of 34 teams.
Mary Kate Champagne '12 led the
women witla a near personal-record
second-place finish in the 3,000-meter race.
"Mary Kate has had a solid
season," said Coach Treacy. "She has
been good in the 3K, and that's a good
stepping stone for outdoor. She wants
to keep improving."
The women were also helped by an
impressive 12th place finish by the 4 x
400-meter relay team. Speedy legs by
Christina Lavigne '13, Molly Shapiro
'13, Meg Van Name '12, and Julie Wolf
'11 ensured the win, which points to a
depth and quality that Coach Treacy is
happy to have.
"We're the deepest we've been in
years," he said. "To have guys almost
making the finals in the 200, the 400,
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Mary Kate Champagne ’12 took second place in
the 3000-meter race at New Englands.

the 4 x 400 team doing well...This is
the kind of performance we haven't
had in a few years. We have a bigger
roster, but it's a better quality too."
The depth runs from the distance
runners down to the sprinters, as Coach
Treacy points out. Brian Stannard '11
and Nik Andrews '14 took care of
business in the 400-meter race, and
Thomas Manglaviti '13 had a good run
in the 200-meter race.
On the distance end, Alex Wallace
'14 earned third place in the mile run,
while Jon Hopkins '14, Corey Brunelle
'12 in the 3,000-meter race and Ahmed
Ali '12 in the 5,000-meter race, had
great times and respectable finishes.
Providence will have the chance
to qualify a few more runners for
Nationals this weekend at the NCAA
Last Chance Qualifier at the Armory in
New York. Coach Treacy is optimistic
about the group that might be making
the trek to College Station.
"To have a group of five qualified for
nationals would be big for us," he said.
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Restoring PC
Hockey at
Schneider Arena

Sports Boss
with Chris Torello
Commentary
The lights were fading at Schneider
Arena last Friday night. I just sat
there in my jersey watching the Men's
Hockey team tie UMass-Lowell, 3-3.
It was one of the worst hockey games
I have ever watched in my entire life.
(Take my word for it; I was a Hartford
Whalers fan.) All six goals came in
the second period, which would have
been fun, but the goals were cheap and
it became a comical scene. There was
no heart or true feeling; the skates were
not slicing the ice with the necessary
intensity to win the game.
As I left the Arena, I took one
look back onto the ice. It was an
embarrassment to look at ice so
unscathed before the final trip of the
night for the zamboni. My eyes then
turned over to the back part of a crowd
leaving Schneider. I happened to catch
a glimpse of a few of the members of
the Women's Hockey Team walking
towards the exit. Then I remembered
that the women were hosting Maine
in the Hockey East Quarterfinals on
Saturday. This meant that there would
actually be real hockey played at the
rink that weekend.
The women's team plays a clean
game. I don't mean that they skate
around like graceful ballerinas on ice;
I'm saying they go out there and punch
their opponent square in the mouth.
They hustle to every puck, they play
actual defense, and they refuse to stop
fighting until the clock reads all zeros
across the board.
Saturday was no exception.
As I entered Schneider that
afternoon a sense of calm came over
me. I felt as if this game was going to
eliminate the bitter taste that had been
in my mouth since I left the Arena the
night before. As I came up the steps, I
saw the ice. It was smooth all the way

around. It was ready for a team to
shave up the ice near the boards and
carve out the center for three periods.
The women's hockey team was
happy to oblige.
TTie game entered the third period
tied, 1-1. The women came out of the
locker room and steam-rolled over the
Black Bears by scoring four goals in the
period. They kept the puck down in
Maine's end of the ice for the majority
of the period. They also seemed to
shorten their line shifts to preserve
fresh legs for the final minutes of the
game. It worked, as they won 5-2.
As I left the rink, there was a feeling
of new life in the building. The women
had restored Providence Hockey
at Schneider Arena. The ice was
unrecognizable, just as it should be at
the end of a hockey game.
The women now advance to the
Hockey East Semifinals this weekend
up in Boston. They will take on Boston
College this Saturday at 3:00 p.m.
It is unfortunate that they will have
to vie for their fourth Hockey East
Tournament Title on the road. This
means the women will have to yield
the final home game at Schneider
Arena to the men's hockey team, who
will take on Merrimack this Saturday
evening. What a shame.

Hockey East Weekend

Semifinal Saturday:
Northeastern vs. BU 12:00 p.m.
Providence vs. BC 3:00 p.m.
Championship Sunday:
Hockey East Championship
1:00 p.m.
Walter Brown Arena,
Boston Mass.
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The Women’s Hockey Team, under the able direction of Head Coach Bob Deraney, has had a great
season and is poised to take on Boston College on Saturday.

PLOUFFE: Friar Fan Proves School Loyalty Lasts a Lifetime
continued from back page
Accordingly, Plouffe's Frozen Four
pin from that year—"the only one with
a palm tree on it," he chuckled—sits
just below another one, courtesy of the
Anchorage Fire Department.
Other items represent memorable
milestones in hockey history. Plouffe
pointed to another 1999 logo from
when the Zamboni Company marked
its 50th year of existence. Another one
dates to Nov. 8, 2004, the night Bruins'
legend Ray Bourque was enshrined in
the Hockey Hall of Fame.
And still other pins—such as one
from the 2000 Frozen Four, held at the
Dunkin Donuts Center (nee Providence
Civic Center)—represent elements of
the past unlikely to be recovered. A
non-NHL city such as Providence is
unlikely to host any future Division I
title games.
But Plouffe is accustomed to change.
He has seen plenty of it dating back to
his enrollment at PC in 1957.
"This area here was rolling hills and
trees when I was a student here," he said
from his seat in the lower level of Section
N. "And [the student body] was all male.
We had no girls at all. Freshman year, we
had to wear beanies at the beginning of
the year. We had curfews and you could
get yourself into all kinds of hot water if
you didn't make it."
Schneider Arena opened its doors in
1973, and it was christened in memory
of the Rev. Herman D. Schneider, O.P.,

who happened to be Plouffe's German
professor in his freshman year.
"Nice man," he recalled.
In the days before there was humancontrolled ice or varsity competition
on Huxley Avenue, Rev. Schneider
would
escort
student-skaters
downtown to the long-defunct Rhode
Island Auditorium. Among the hockey
alumni under Schneider's supervision
was Lou Lamoriello '63.
Ironically, although Plouffe briefly
roomed with a hockey player and was
good friends with many others, his
knowledge of the sport was a bona fide
tabula rasa when he attended PC.
"I can't skate," he said. "Not at
all. I never could pick it up. I knew
practically nothing about hockey when
I came here. I remember the first game
I went to at the Rhode Island Arena. I
looked up and I saw these circles with
dots in them, and for the life of me I
couldn't figure out what they were for
because when I was a kid there was no
hockey on TV."
Nonetheless, attending that game
spawned a new interest that has led
Plouffe to his distinctive stature among
the Schneider Arena masses. By his
count, he has held season tickets for
more than 25 seasons, sitting in at least
five different sections.
"I used to come to games before then,
but I couldn't necessarily come to all of
them," he said. "But finally, I said 'Heck,

I'm coming to all of these games, I might
as well get a season ticket.'
"I saw [Head Coach] Tim Army as
a player and some of these [current]
players, I've seen their fathers, so I've
been here a while."
Not unlike the generations of
players, Plouffe has taken his passion
on the road and developed a fondness
for some of the region's oldest and
newest, smallest and largest ice houses.
A graduate school alumnus of Boston
University, he was once a regular at
Walter Brown Arena and admits to
appreciating the Terriers' new domain,
Agganis Arena.
Having visited all 10 incumbent
rinks in the men's Hockey East league,
he cites UMass-Lowell's Tsongas Arena
and New Hampshire's Whittemore
Center—with its notorious Olympic
sized ice surface—as his favorites.
"Lowell is a twin sister to UNH,"
Plouffe says. "Same size, same
everything, but they finished it off
a little better because that was a pro
arena for a while."
As would be expected, he has
cultivated his share of memories from
both the old and new hockey houses
on Causeway Street in Boston. Despite
his comparative lack of care for the
professional game—"Stupid fighting,
I hate it," he says—one of his favorite
PC hockey memories took place at the
Bruins' old home.

"We were at the old Boston Garden
playing against Clarkson," he recalled.
"Lamoriello was the athletic director at
the time. We were down, two-to-zip, in
the third period and we looked like dog
food. Next thing you know, we tied it and
within a minute or so of the overtime, we
won it. The place went wild."
At Schneider Arena alone, odds
are Plouffe's ticket stub collection has
grown to trump even that of his pins.
Accordingly, he chose not to bother
singling out any home ice highlights.
"One of the lowlights was the
night we had an unbelievable fight
with UNH," he said. "From this end
to that end, there was equipment
guys fighting after the game ended.
The only time I saw that in a college
hockey game. There was blood on the
ice, that's how bad it was."
Days of that sort are about as obsolete
as the Rhode Island Auditorium. On
the flipside, Plouffe has observed that
"the atmosphere is a little different. I
find that hockey now, even at some of
the real big hockey schools like BC and
BU, it is almost entertainment instead
of sport. People don't really get into it
as much anymore."
Still, the retired math teacher is as
stuck on Friar Puck as the brotherhood
of badges is on his apparel.
"At times," he said, "I keep saying
I'm not going to come back. I always
come back."
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THE

DOPE
If you have any topics for debate, email PCI
-----------------------------cowlsports@gmail.com --------------------------------Have Cam Newton's recent remarks about being "an entertainer and an icon"
been blown out of proportion by the media, or do they point to a lack of
perspective among modern-day athletes?
The media hype surrounding Cam
I think that the recent remarks by
Newton is unwarranted, to say the Cam Newton have been completely
least. In my humble opinion, he will be overplayed in the media today.
a very subpar NFL quarterback. All that While many will argue that Newton's
aside, Newton's quote is an accurate comment about wanting to be an
statement. Sports are no longer just entertainer and icon in addition to a
games. They are entertainment, they football player may seem selfish, it
are big business, and there is no more represents a shift in the type of athlete
innocence involved in football or any we see today.
other mainstream American sport.
Everyone dreams of making the
Athletes are paid a ludicrous salaries, Super Bowl-winning catch, the World
and millions tune in every week to Series-clinching homerun, or hoisting
watch their exploits on the field. The Lord Stanley's Cup over his head
NFL emphasizes offense, eliminating one day. Having played sports every
questionable hits on the quarterback season since the fourth grade, I can
and threatening suspension for illegal personally say I am guilty of acting
hits. The new rules for pass interference out some of sports' most memorable
encourage teams to throw the deep moments in my backyard. Cam
ball, and the emphasis on drafting Newton is no different. He wants the
speed and strong arms also encourages same thing that every up-and-coming
a more offensive display.
athlete wants: to be an icon.
The players are becoming icons too;
The days of the quiet athleteas their visibility grows, so does their Jeter, Bryant, Messier, and Elway-are
following. Great athletes are revered, gone. With the new decade comes
and their miscues off the field become the new athlete: LeBron James and
media circuses and national front Carmelo Anthony making public
page news. Also, athletes are expected spectacles of their contract situations,
to appear benevolent and caring off Cliff Lee going to Philly to make a
"Big 4" rotation in the MLB, etc. The
the field, but tough and mean on the
field. The NFL's partnership with the new athlete is one who makes his
United Way is a prime example of such | or her pursuit of a title a show for
expectations, as more and more players
the public to enjoy. Cam Newton is
appear in the commercials teaching simply following the suit of the NFLsmall, underprivileged children the hopefuls before him.
Personally, I feel this is nothing
joys of the great game of football
and helping them learn more about new. Simply look at films of Terrell
life through the game. Athletes are Owens, Chad Johnson, and Michael
expected to fulfill our entertainment Irving, and you will see football
needs, and become heroes and idols players who sometimes put "the
that we and our children can admire. show" over the game.
And if Cam Newton wants to run
Cam Newton was right in saying what
he did, and the media has overblown his mouth about being an icon and
this quote. In fact, it is the media itself entertainer before he is even draftedthat helps these athletes acquire the not something I would encourageamount of fame they receive.
that is his right. The question
| becomes: Can he back up his talk?
- Joe Dalli ’14
- Sean Bailey '13

SHEET

opened its 2011 season last week with
a 14-10 win over Wagner. The win
was a happy start to a new season
following
the 2010 campaign in which
Sports Digest
they went winless. And Providence
certainly has reason to be happy since
Turmoil
in
Friartown.
The five freshmen accounted for much of
local papers and message boards the Friar offense.
concerned with Friar sports have
There's a Spring in Our Step.
been consumed over the past
Although the weather is still cold
week with the state of Providence and windy, this week marks the
athletics. The recent string of Men's real beginning of the spring sports
Basketball losses, the renewed drama season at Providence. The Lacrosse,
surrounding an undisclosed incident Softball and Tennis teams will all
involving Duke Mondy '13, and the be competing this weekend. The
struggles of the Men's Hockey Team only spring team that will not
have some fans calling for the heads be competing (technically) is the
of those who call the shots in the Outdoor Track Team. We can excuse
Athletic Department. To say the very that, however, since the Indoor Track
least, all is not at peace on Smith Hill. Team will be competing at the Last
How will these situations resolve? Chance Qualifier at the Armory in >
That remains unclear at this time,
New York.
but with the winter season rapidly
This Week's On-Campus Game
drawing to a close (perhaps too to Catch. The Men's Hockey Team
rapidly for the men's basketball and is fighting for its postseason chances
hockey teams) there seem to be more this weekend when Merrimack
question marks than exclamation comes to town on Saturday, March 5,
points punctuating the metaphorical for a 7:00 p.m. face-off. Providence is
Dope Sheet on the Friars.
fighting to preserve its Hockey East
Can We Get a Ride? The Athletic tournament chances, and this will be
Department might be in shambles, but the Friars' last chance this season for
the transportation services for athletics a league win. Merrimack is one of the
seem to be better than ever. The Friars top teams in the Hockey East, and
have a snazzy new travel bus with a
the nation, for that matter, but the
handsome outside and an (apparently) Friars have been playing motivated
even more handsome inside, complete hockey at home as of late, which
with television screens, a restroom,
should make this game one that you
and Wi-Fi.
do not want to miss.
Marshon Brooks, the Real Deal.
This Week's Off-Campus Game
No one can deny that Marshon
to Read About. If you read about one
Brooks '11 has been a bright spot for off-campus game this week, it should
the Men's Basketball Team all season be the Women's Basketball Team's Big
long. Samuel Hovland of the Sports
East Tournament match-up against
Information Office at Louisville goes Villanova on Friday. The Friars take
so far as to claim that "Marshon on the Wildcats at the XL Center in
Brooks is the most complete basketball Hartford, Conn. Providence enters
player in the country. And not just at the contest having earned a hardthe moment. Maybe ever." Friars.com fought two point win over Louisville.
links to Hovland's complete analysis And with a 58-53 win over Villanova
of Brooks and his stellar season. It Is a
already under their belt, the Friars
good read.
enter the Big East Tournament with
A Tip of the Cap. A tip of the cap some swagger in their step, and good
goes out to the Lacrosse Team which reason to be confident.

by John Butler '11
Sports Editor

PC Earns One Point in Weekend Series with UMass-Lowell
by Alexis Smith '12
Sports Staff

Men’s Hockey
After a very arduous weekend,
the Men's Hockey Team came away
with one point in the standings. They
were defeated by UMass Lowell, 7-2,
on Saturday night in their second
back-to-back game against the River
Hawks in a Hockey East face-off
at Tsongas Center in Lowell, Mass.
UMass-Lowell's Riley Wetmore and
David Vallorani each scored twice for
the River Hawks, who are now 5-243, 4-20-1 in Hockey East. The Friars
were led by Co-captain Ian O'Connor
'11, who recorded two assists.
Joseph Pendenza of the River
Hawks gave his team a 1-0 lead when
he re-directed a shot past PC goalie
Alex Beaudry '12 at 12:57 of the first
period. The Friars evened the score
out to 1-1 with 34 seconds remaining
in the period. O'Connor shot the puck
out of the PC zone along the left wing
boards to classmate and co-caption
Kyle MacKinnon '11 who broke in on a
two-on-one rush with defenseman and
linemate Ben Farrer '11. MacKinnon
slid a pass to Farrer whose back
hander passed the shoulder of UML
net minder Doug Carr.
"We did not have anything going and
it didn't feel like we had any chemistry,"

said Assistant Captain Matt Germain
'11. "We struggled all the way around."
In the second period, a grand total
of five goals were scored, the most of
all three periods. Four of these goals
came from the River Hawks as they
took a 5-2 lead going into the third
period. Wetmore gave UML a 2-1 lead
1:30 into the period, but the Friars
responded quickly with a power play
goal by Matt Bergland '12 at 3:13 into
the period to even the score, 2-2. This
marked Bergland's fourth goal of the
season as O'Connor and Tim Schaller
'13 assisted on the play. However, the
River Hawks did not stop, as they
scored the next three goals to secure a
5-2 edge. Vallorani broke the he at 5:39
with a power-play goal, while Jason
DeLuca added another goal at 8:42.
Wetmore capped off the scoring in the
second period as he tallied his second
of the night.
Tire last two goals to make the final
score 7-2 came from Matt Ferreira
and Vallorani in the third period, and
sealed the win for UML.
"We can't let up because this is a
competitive league where anyone can
beat anyone," said Germain.
The Friars' one point of the
weekend came Friday night against
UMass-Lowell where they tied in
overtime 3-3 at Schneider Arena.
With the tie, the Friars moved to
7-16-8 overall and 3-14-7 in Hockey

East. After Saturday's game, Providence
dropped to 7-17-8 overall and 3-15-7
in Hockey East. This marked the 11th
overtime game for the Friars, setting a
school record for most overtime contests
in a single season.
The first period ended scoreless, but
in the second, both teams netted three
goals, which tied the game going into
the third. Germain scored his eighth
goal of the season just 27 seconds into
the first period to give the Friars a 1-0
lead. However, the River Hawks scored
three consecutive goals to take a 3-1
lead. Vallorani evened the score at 1-1
at 1:08 when he connected on his 10th
goal. Pendenza then added two goals in
a span of 1:21, including a power-play
goal at 9:02 and the River Hawks had a
two-goal advantage.
The Friars came back by scoring two
goals in 58 seconds to even the game.
Bergland '12 notched his third goal
of the season as Rem Vanderbeek '14
assisted on the play to pick up his first
collegiate point at 13:35. Germain then
netted the equalizer at 14:27 as Andy
Balysky '12 recorded his second assist
of the night. This marked Germain's
career-high ninth goal.
In the end, the Friars outshot the River
Hawks 42-36 as UML goalie Doug Carr
finished with 39 stops. In net for PC,
Beaudry made 33 saves in total.
"We control our own destiny. If we play
well and get a couple wins we are in the
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Matt Germain ’11 scored an early goal against
UMass-Lowell on Friday en route to a 3'3 he.

playoffs. So we just have to come out and
play our best and I feel like we can," said
Germain. "We have to give that extra
effort knowing playoffs are on the line."
The Friars will be back on the ice
on Friday, March 4, when they travel
to North Andover, Mass, to play No. 4
Merrimack College at 7:00 p.m. Don't
miss them Saturday as the play in
Schneider Arena against Merrimack at
7:00 p.m. for their final home game of
the regular season.
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PC Defeats Maine in Hockey East Quarterfinals
Thanks to Four Third Period Goals, the Friars Will Play Boston College in the Semifinals
by Al Daniel 'll
Sports Staff

Women’s Hockey
Moments after she drove the
dagger into a feisty, upstart University
of Maine team in the Hockey East
quarterfinals, Abby Gauthier '12
dished out some fighting words for her
team's next adversary, Boston College.
In Gauthier's eyes, most aspiring
prophets continue to expect a BC-BU
matchup in the league championship,
forgetting that there are still a few
competitors standing outside of
Commonwealth Avenue.
"I think we're ready for them and I
think they're a very cocky team," she said.
"We're ready to go. I'm looking forward
to it. It's going to be a great game."
On the Friartown front, the buildup
to this weekend's tournament has been
good enough. For the past three weeks,
the PC women's hockey team has
sculpted its third five-game winning
streak of the season, filling up on the
gritty exploitation of dogged lowerclass programs. They previously polevaulted over Connecticut to take third
place in the standings. They clinched
that spot whilst punching Vermont out
of playoff contention.
The roles will more or less reverse
in Saturday's semifinal, to be held on
the neutral pond of first-place Boston
University. The second-place Eagles—
No. 7 in the national polls—have
slightly less to gain than the No. 10
Friars, who will certainly need a berth
in Sunday's title tilt, if not the pennant,
to ensure their first NCAA tournament
bid since 2005.
But the way the two programs have
conducted themselves since their last
meeting—a 4-2 BC win on Feb. 6 that
marked PC's most recent loss and the
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Goaltender Genevieve Lacasse ’12 registered 29 saves for the Friars against Maine and broke her own
school record for saves in a single season.

nadir of its season—the Friars might
have momentum on their side.
After easily securing a first-round
bye, the oft-explosive Eagles scored
only two goals in their last two regular
season games, and then proceeded to
their ongoing two weeks of practice.
Meanwhile, the Friars have thawed
out their previously frostbitten offense,
outscoring the opposition 14-5 in the last
three games, with nine different goal
getters and 17 individual point-scorers.
Most critically, they have barred all
mothballs from tarnishing their game

day sweaters, skates, and psyches. Head
Coach Bob Deraney thought back to last
year's semifinal letdown against UConn,
and pronounced the present scenario as
more favorable.
"You get what you wish for, I guess,"
he said. "Last year, we got the bye and
came out flat and I thought...'The bye
really doesn't help. Maybe third place
really is the best place to be.'
"It helped us, and I think we'll be
really prepared come Saturday."
Last Saturday's wild card win, a 5-2
upshot, was less indicative of the game

Jerry Plouffe '61 is a Friar Fan for Life
by Al Daniel '11
Sports Staff

Friar Fans
Everything about Jerry Plouffe's
outward appearance speaks to his
experience. And it doesn't even begin
or end with his beard, which would
qualify him for a part-time shopping
mall gig in December.
A long-time season ticket holder
to the Men's Hockey Team, Plouffe
religiously shows up at Schneider Arena,
sporting a customized jersey with the
number "61," honoring the year of his
graduation from PC. But the Skating
Friar emblems on his sweater and cap
are clouded with commemorative pins,
which he began to collect, by his own
estimate, two decades ago.
"I started by putting them on the hat,"
he said. "And then I got so many that I
had to start putting them on the shirt. I
had to reinforce the hat. It was caving in."
Plouffe admits he has only made one
attempt to tally up his pin population.
He counted 105 on the jersey, "and
whatever it is on the hat, I don't know."
The majority of the pins are from each
Frozen Four dating back to the early
1990s. In some cases, they have fallen
into Plouffe's hands with a partner.
Pointing to the front of his lid, he
noted that in 1999, the University of
Alaska-Anchorage hosted the national
championship, though it was held 2,345
miles south of campus in Anaheim, Calif.
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than it was of the third period. The Black
Bears, putting in their first postseason
appearance since 2006, struck first on
a power play via Dawn Sullivan. That
preserved a 1-1 knot, drawn by Laura
Veharanta '12 at 4:59 of the second
period, through 40 minutes.
In the closing frame, experiential
discrepancies prevailed, in which
Providence ran up a 4-1 tally. Rebecca
Morse '14 spawned her team's first lead
at the 4:10 mark, absorbing a feed from
blue line partner Amber Yung '11 and
letting it float home through a screen.
A little more than 10 minutes later,
Veharanta augmented the lead by
poking home Jess Cohen's '13 rebound
on the porch of the Black Bear cage.
Maine's final flicker of hope was
when Myriam Croussette sawed the
3-1 deficit with 5:11 to spare. But 42
seconds later, Gauthier renewed the
two-goal cushion, which ultimately
morphed into a three-goal gap on
Corinne Buie's '14 empty netter.
"We knew that if we were to get
through them, we would have to earn
it. And there's no doubt that we earned
it," Deraney said. "Maine made us a
better team."
With that, the Friars turn a bolder
pivot for a potentially season-defining
test and a crack at crashing the
presumptive Comm. Ave. Block Party.
"They're a great team," the skipper
said of the forthcoming Eagles.
"They've got Kelli Stack, who's one of
the best players in the country. She'll
be a Patty Kazmaier Award finalist
as far as I'm concerned. They've got
Molly Schaus in the net. That's a pretty
dynamic duo, one kid who scores
goals and one who keeps them out.
"But again, it's a team game. They
may have a little bit more skill than us,
but we're going to play our team game,
and hopefully that'll be enough."

Friars Go
1-1 in Final
Week of Play
by Dan McNamara '13
Sports Staff

Women’s Basketball

BILLY NAWROCKI '12/THE COWL

Jerry Plouffe, a member of the Providence College Class of 1961, has been a Section N season ticket
holder at PC Men’s Hockey games for several years.

Coming off a hard fought matchup
against the No. 24 Marquette Golden
Eagles, the Friars looked to burst
open the Dome when they traveled
to Syracuse. The first half was filled
with many miscues from both teams,
as the Friars looked unable to find
their stride. 'Ms. Big Shot' Mi-Khida
Hankins '11, who earned the moniker
after her late-game heroics against
Louisville, had 10 points for the Friars
in the half. The Friars were unable to
close out the half as the Orange went
on a 7-0 run in the closing minutes.
Going into the break, the Orange held
a 27-19 advantage. Like the team is
often accustomed to, the Friars started
the second half in rhythm as they
went on an 8-3 run on their own to
pull within three.
Then the Friars went cold. Syracuse
had two 10-0 runs in a six-minute span
split up only by a Symone Roberts
'13 floater. The Friars were able to
weather the storm as they cut the lead
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